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Excited states have been populated in108In and 110In in complementary backed- and thin-target experiments
using the Stony Brook and the 8p Ge-detector arrays. The level schemes for both isotopes have been extended
and modified, including the first observation ofDI 52 bands in110In. Lifetimes of states in fourDI 51 bands
and oneDI 52 band have been measured using the Doppler-shift attenuation method. Experimental total
angular momenta and reduced transition strengths for theDI 51 bands have been compared with tilted axis
cranking predictions for shears bands with configurations involving one protong9/2 hole and one or three
valence quasineutrons from theh11/2 and g7/2/d5/2 orbitals. TheDI 52 bands have been compared with
principal axis cranking predictions for configurations with twog9/2 proton holes and ag7/2 or d5/2 proton and
one- or three-quasineutron configurations involving theh11/2 and g7/2/d5/2 orbitals. In general, there is good
overall agreement for both the angular momenta and reduced transition strengths. TheDI 51 andDI 52 bands
have largeJ (2)/B(E2) ratios as expected for the shears mechanism. TheB(M1) strengths deduced for the
DI 51 bands show a decreasing trend as a function of spin, which is also a feature of the shears mechanism.
Configuration assignments have been made for most observed bands based on comparisons with theory and
systematics of neighboring nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei in theA;110 region have been studied in rece
years in search of bands exhibiting properties character
of the shears mechanism, a prediction of tilted axis crank
~TAC! @1#. In such bands, angular momentum is generate
a manner that appears similar to collective rotation in w
deformed nuclei, despite the small deformations of these
clei in the proximity of theZ550 spherical shell gap. Evi
dence of this phenomenon has been reported in the neu
deficient 48Cd @2–4#, 50Sn @5,6#, and 51Sb @7# nuclei, which
have DI 51 bands based on high-V g9/2 proton holes and
low-V g7/2/d5/2 and h11/2 neutrons. Similar bands are ex
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pected in the49In isotopes and have already been reported
the odd-A isotopes 107,109,111,113In @8,9#; two of the bands
in 111In and 113In have been suggested to be she
bands@9,10#.

The successful interpretation of theseDI 51 bands sug-
gests that further exploration in this mass region is wor
while in order to extend the experimental information f
odd-odd nuclei which have configurations of valence nuc
ons that are favorable for the shears mechanism. Furt
more, nuclei withZ,50 andN.50 are also predicted to
possibly developDI 52 shears bands; this phenomenon w
first reported in109Cd @2# and is discussed in Ref.@11# for
110Cd. The odd-odd In isotopes should, hence, be good c
didates in which to study both forms of shears bands.

Figure 1~a! illustrates the shears mechanism for aDI 51
band, known as magnetic rotation. The componentm' of the
magnetic dipole moment perpendicular to the total spinI is
large at the bandhead and decreases as the valence pr
hole jp and neutron-particlej n spin vectors align. Since the
B(M1) reduced magnetic dipole transition strength is p
portional tom'

2 , magnetic-rotational bands are predicted
exhibit a pronounced decrease inB(M1) strength with in-
creasing spin, a feature which can distinguish them fr
bands which maintain a fixed projectionK of the angular
momentum on the symmetry axis@12#. ~A more detailed de-
scription of this mechanism can be found in Ref.@11#.! Fig-
ure 1~b! illustrates the shears mechanism for aDI 52 band,
known as antimagnetic rotation. As these bands exist in m
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estly deformed nuclei, theB(E2) strength is expected to b
small ~for both types of shears bands!. Furthermore, as the
shears blades close and the rotational symmetry of
nucleus around the cranking axis is restored, theB(E2)
strength should decrease with increasing spin.

Measurements of the lifetimes of states in these bands
directly test the behavior of the reduced transition streng
predicted by the shears mechanism. Such measurem
have confirmed the decreasingB(M1) strength in shears
bands in several cases in this mass region@2–4,13#. To date,
the decrease inB(E2) strength has yet to be experimenta
established. Another criterion for associating a band with
shears mechanism is the ratio of theJ (2) dynamic moment
of inertia to theB(E2) strength. This ratio is predicted to b

FIG. 1. ~a! Illustration of the shears mechanism for aDI 51
shears band~magnetic rotation! in the A;110 region. The spin
contributions from the proton holejp and neutron particlesj n , and
their corresponding vector sumsI , are shown at low~solid lines!
and high ~dashed lines! frequencies. Also shown are the comp
nents of the magnetic dipole moment perpendicular toI . ~b! Illus-
tration of the shears mechanism for aDI 52 shears band~antimag-
netic rotation!. The spin contributions from the two high-V proton
holes are represented byjp1,2; the contributions from the neutron
and the low-V proton particle are combined asj n1p . Solid and
dashed lines are for low and high rotational frequencies, res
tively.
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over 100\2 MeV21 (e b)22, an order of magnitude large
than the value for well-deformed rotational bands@11#. This
is a consequence of the angular momentum originating fr
the closing shears blades, as opposed to a collective core
noted in the review of the shears mechanism provided in R
@14#, however, in the regime of weak pairing and small d
formation this ratio may still be large~see, for example, Eq
4–128 of Ref.@15#!. Therefore, the largeJ (2)/B(E2) ratio
should perhaps be viewed as a necessary but not suffic
condition for the shears mechanism@16#.

In this work, the level schemes of the isotopes108,110In
have been significantly extended and several candid
magnetic-rotational ~MR! and antimagnetic-rotationa
~AMR! shears bands have been observed. Lifetime meas
ments have been made for states in several of the bands
systematic properties of these bands are discussed in the
text of the shears interpretation. Configurations have b
assigned to the majority of the observed bands based
theoretical predictions and systematic arguments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The data described in this work were collected during
number of experiments which populated high-spin states
the odd-odd nuclei108In and 110In. Both thin- and backed-
target experiments were performed; thin-target experime
were performed so that the band structures of the two
topes could be studied to high spins, and backed-target
periments were performed in order to measure short lifetim
(&1 ps) of states via the Doppler-shift attenuation meth
~DSAM! @17#. The details of each experiment are provided
the following sections and are summarized in Table I.

A. Thin-target experiments

Excited states in108In were populated via the reactio
76Ge(37Cl,5n) ~experiment 1 in Table I!. A 138-MeV 37Cl
beam was provided by the Tandem Accelerator Superc
ducting Cyclotron~TASCC! facility at Chalk River Labora-
tories. Two stacked, self-supporting 300-mg/cm2 76Ge targets
were used. Theg rays emitted in this reaction were detect

c-
Ge

of
TABLE I. Experimental details. The Stony Brook~SB! array consisted of six Compton-suppressed
detectors and a 14-element BGO multiplicity~K! and sum-energy~H! filter; the 8p array consisted of 20
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and a 71-element BGO ball.

Laboratory Reaction Beam Target Detector Trigger Number
energy array condition events
~MeV! (3106)

1 TASCC, 76Ge(37Cl,5n)108In 138 23300 mg/cm2 8p gg,K>8 88a

Chalk River ~stacked foils!
2 TASCC, 96Zr(19F,5n)110In 85 500 mg/cm2 8p gg,K>5 54a

Chalk River
3 NSL, 94Mo(18O,p3n)108In 85 3 mg/cm2 94Mo on SB gg,K>2 150

Stony Brook 10.5 mg/cm2 nat Pb
4 NSL, 96Zr(19F,5n)110In 88 2 mg/cm2 96Zr on SB gg,K>2 203

Stony Brook 15 mg/cm2 208Pb

aIncludes off-line cut onH.
4-2
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with the 8p array, which consisted of 20 Compton
suppressed,;25%-efficient HPGe detectors and a 7
element inner BGO ball which served as a multiplicity~K!
filter and sum-energy~H! calorimeter. Data were written to
magnetic tape for events involving two or more unsu
pressedg rays detected by the Ge detectors in prompt ti
coincidence plus signals in at least eight elements of
BGO filter (K>8). At the beam energy chosen for this e
periment, the 4n evaporation channel leading to109In has the
dominant cross section. By selecting only those events w
H,15.4 MeV, however, the108In reaction channel was en
hanced over109In. A total of 883106 events satisfying the
trigger condition and the off-line cut onH were recorded
during the run.

The isotope110In was populated in a thin-target exper
ment~labeled 2 in Table I! at Chalk River using the reactio
96Zr(19F,5n). An 85-MeV 19F beam was provided by th
TASCC facility and directed onto a 500-mg/cm2 self-
supporting96Zr target. In addition to110In, the 4n evapora-
tion channel leading to111In was also strongly populated i
this reaction@8,9#, but by placing a cut onH,13.4 MeV, the
5n evaporation channel was enhanced. The 8p array was
again used with the same detector configuration and trig
condition described for experiment 1, apart from the fil
condition being reduced toK>5. A total of 543106 events
satisfied the trigger condition and the off-line cut onH.

B. Backed-target experiments

Excited states in108In were populated in a complementa
backed-target experiment using the reaction94Mo(18O,p3n)
~experiment 3 in Table I!. An 85-MeV 18O beam was pro-
vided by the FN tandem/superconducting linac facility at
Stony Brook Nuclear Structure Laboratory~NSL!. An exci-
tation function performed at Stony Brook determined that
MeV was the optimal beam energy for producing108In in
this reaction. The108In yield was about 20% of the tota
fusion cross section for this reaction, an approximately
improvement over experiment 1. More significantly, in e
periment 3,108In is about 35% stronger than the next stro
gest channel108Cd (2p2n evaporation channel!, whereas in
experiment 1,108Cd (p4n) is produced with 80% more in
tensity than108In, and 106Ag (a3n) and 108In are produced
with approximately equal intensity.

The target consisted of 3 mg/cm2 of 94Mo backed with
10.5 mg/cm2 of natural Pb. This target thickness was det
mined to provide sufficient stopping power to slow down a
stop the recoiling reaction products and to allow DSAM lif
time measurements to be performed. The average recoi
locity for this reaction (b'1.6%) is smaller than the reco
velocity for the 76Ge(37Cl,5n) reaction (b'2.9%), but the
disadvantage of having smaller Doppler shifts is comp
sated by the increased cross section.

Excited states in110In were also populated in a comple
mentary backed-target experiment~4 in Table I!, using the
same reaction as for experiment 2. An 88-MeV19F beam, the
beam energy determined by an excitation function to prod
the maximum110In yield in this reaction, was provided b
the Stony Brook accelerator facility. The beam was direc
05431
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onto a 2-mg/cm2 96Zr target backed with 15 mg/cm2 of
208Pb, producing recoils with an averageb'1.6% velocity.

The Stony Brook array of six Compton-suppresse
;25%-efficient HPGe detectors was used to detect thg
rays emitted in both experiments 3 and 4. The detectors w
placed in a planar arrangement, two at forward ang
(26°, 25° relative to the beam direction!, two at
;90° (80°,91°), and two at backward angles (144°,142
A 14-element BGO multiplicity filter covering;80% of the
total solid angle was used in the trigger condition for va
events. Data were written to tape only for events which
volved at least twog rays in prompt time coincidence in th
Ge detectors and satisfied a multiplicity condition ofK>2. A
total of 1503106 and 2033106g-g events were written to
tape for experiments 3 and 4, respectively.

III. ANALYSIS METHODS

The data from the thin-target experiments were sorted
line into symmetrizedEg-Eg coincidence matrices. TheRAD-

WARE programESCL8R@18# was used to project background
subtracted gated spectra from the matrices. Use of a
target and application of a Doppler correction tog-ray ener-
gies provided sensitivity to fast transitions originating fro
high-spin states. Coincidence relationships extracted fr
the gated spectra allowed level schemes for108In and 110In
to be constructed, the details of which are discussed in S
IV A and IV B.

The data from the backed-target experiments were so
off line in three ways, as explained below.

~i! SymmetrizedEg-Eg coincidence matrices were cre
ated and analyzed usingESCL8R, as above. For the110In ma-
trix, the 5n channel was enhanced over the 4n channel to
111In by selecting off line only those events which had
associated multiplicity ofK<7. In addition, the background
in this matrix was reduced by placing a time gate on eve
occurring promptly following linac beam bursts. The choi
of a relatively light beam in both experiments resulted
enhanced population of nonyrast states up to moderate s
This enabled the observation of transitions feeding out
low- and moderate-spin states that were not strongly po
lated in the thin-target experiments.

~ii ! Asymmetric angular correlation matrices were sort
in order to measure directional correlations from orien
states~DCO ratios! @19#. These matrices were sorted withg
rays detected in the two detectors atu;90° on one axis and
the coincidentg rays from the four detectors at forward an
backwardu angles (F/B) on the other. The quantity

RDCO5
I g~F/B,;90°!

I g~;90°,F/B!
~1!

was measured for various transitions in108In and 110In,
whereI g( i , j ) is the intensity of a transition on thei axis of
the DCO matrix measured after gating on a transition on
j axis. To determine the multipolarities of given transition
these RDCO values were compared with expected ratio
shown in Table II, calculated@20# for the configuration of the
detectors in the Stony Brook array. The predictions made
4-3
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the DCO ratios were tested by calculatingRDCO values for
known transitions in neighboring nuclei populated in the
reactions and were found to be consistent with the expe
values.

~iii ! Additional angle-dependent matrices were sor
from both backed-target data sets in order to perform DS
lifetime analyses. For the108In experiment, two matrices
were sorted: one withg rays from the detector at 26° on on
axis ~the ‘‘u axis’’! versus all detectors on the other axis~the
‘‘all axis’’ ! and another withg rays from the detector at 142
versus all detectors. Only one each of the forward and ba
ward detectors was used for the108In DSAM analysis to take
advantage of superior intrinsic resolution in these detect
even with a single detector, however, there were eno
counts in the spectra to perform a line-shape analysis. Fo
110In data, matrices were sorted for all forward- a
backward-angle detectors. Separate matrices with;90° ver-
sus all were not created in either analysis; instead, the D
matrices described above were used, with theF/B axes act-
ing as the ‘‘all axes’’ of;90°-versus-all DSAM matrices
Background-subtracted spectra were generated for e
angle by gating on the ‘‘all axis’’ of each matrix at energi
corresponding to transitions in108In or 110In with fully
stopped peaks. Those transitions that exhibited Dopp
broadened line shapes could be fitted using theLINESHAPE

code of Wells and Johnson@21#, from which lifetimes, and
ultimately B(M1) or B(E2) transition strengths, could b
extracted. This is discussed further in Sec. IV C.

IV. RESULTS

The level schemes for108In and 110In deduced from both
the thin- and backed-targetEg-Eg matrices are presented i
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Although the relative populat
of high-spin states in the thin- and backed-target experim
differed, the results have been combined into a single le
scheme for each nucleus. The extracted properties of
transitions are listed in Tables III and IV for108In and 110In,
respectively. In both level schemes, the sequences ofg rays
have been labeled and are referred to as bands to faci
discussion and to make comparisons between the two
topes; these labels do not necessarily imply a collective
ture for the states in question.

TABLE II. CalculatedRDCO values for the Stony Brook array
assuming a Gaussian distribution of spin substates withs I /I 50.3.
The quoted limits for the mixedM1/E2 transitions correspond to
the minimum and maximumRDCO values obtained throughE2 ad-
mixture.

Observed transition RDCO , DI 51 RDCO , DI 52
multipolarity pure dipole gate quadrupole gate

DI 52 quadrupole 2.0 1.0
DI 51 pure dipole 1.0 0.5
DI 50 pure dipole 2.0 1.0
DI 51 mixedM1/E2 0.4,R,2.5 0.2,R,1.4
DI 50 mixedM1/E2 1.0,R,2.3 0.5,R,1.2
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A. 108In level scheme

High-spin states in the nucleus108In had been studied
previously by Eliaset al. @22#, Anderssonet al. @23#, and
Chakrawarthyet al. @24#. The majority of the 108In level
scheme deduced in the previous works has been confirm
Those portions of the level scheme which have been
tended or modified in the current studies are discusse
detail below.

1. Bands 1 and 6

The sequence ofg rays labeled band 1 in Fig. 2 consis
of a negative-parity band with anI p582 bandhead feeding
into the I p571 ground state via a 1119-keV transition. Th
transitions identified in Refs.@22–24# for this band have
been confirmed, including the crossover transitions. Ad
tionally, 636- and 438-keV transitions have been observe
feed in parallel into the top of this band.

The multipolarity of the 1119-keV transition was prev
ously shown to beE1, as discussed in Ref.@22# and refer-
ences therein; this pure dipole transition was, therefore
useful gating transition on the DCO matrix for determinin
multipolarities of other, selectg rays, as indicated in Table
III. The DCO ratios for the 213-, 529-, 604-, 541-, and new
added 636-keV transitions suggest each has mixedM1/E2
multipolarity. The corresponding spin assignments confi
those of Ref.@24#. The measuredRDCO also indicates that
the 213-keVg ray has a mixing ratiod'0, in agreement
with the conversion-electron measurement of Eliaset al. ~see
also Table 1 of Ref.@22#!. The approximate purity of the
213-keV transition and larger detector efficiency at the l
g-ray energy~compared to the 1119-keVg ray! makes this
transition a more suitable gate for further DCO analysis. T
transition is also a clean gate, as evidenced by the spec
in Fig. 4. Where possible, results from both a 213-keV an
1119-keV gate were compared for consistency.

The observation of band 6 in this study confirms the c
incidence relationships suggested by the sequence ofg rays
with energies 150, 656, 749, and 958 keV feeding out
band 3 in Ref.@24#, although the ordering of the transition
presented in that analysis has not been confirmed. In
work, the 150-keVg ray has been placed directly above t
71 ground state on the basis of the mutual coincidence of
150-keV g ray with all of the members of band 1, but no
with the 1119-keVg ray. Figure 5~a! shows a low-energy
portion of the spectrum gated on 1119 keV; no peak
present at 150 keV. On the other hand, in Fig. 5~b!, which
shows a spectrum gated on 969 keV, the 150-keV pea
present. This demonstrates that if the 150-keV peak w
present in the 1119-keV gate, the peak could have been
solved from the 147- and 154-keV peaks of band 2. T
969-keV transition was also found to be in coincidence w
all of the members of band 1, but not the 1119-keVg ray,
confirming that the 150- and 969-keV transitions decay p
allel to the 1119-keV transition. The placement of the 65
keV transition has been corrected based on the observa
of a 312-keV transition in coincidence with band 1 and t
656-keV transition. The remaining twog rays in the se-
quence, with energies 749 and 958 keV, have been ord
4-4
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FIG. 2. Level scheme of108In deduced from the backed- and thin-target data. The width of each arrow is proportional to the intens
the transition. Intensity associated with internal conversion~unobserved! is represented by the white portion of the arrow. Certain states
which excitation energies have been explicitly mentioned in the text are labeled in italics with their energies in keV.
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based on the observation of a 1406-keV transition cross
over the 656- and 749-keVg rays.

There are no~strong! coincidences between theseg rays
associated with band 6 and the previously mentioned DC
gating transitions. To determine the multipolarities of the
transitions, a gate was placed on the 231-keV transition
band 2, which was found in this DCO analysis~see below!
and by the conversion-electron measurements by Eliaset al.
@22# to have anM1/E2 mixing ratiod'0. DCO ratios mea-
sured with this nearly pure stretched-dipole transition in
cated multipolarities ofDI 51 mixed M1/E2 for the 656-
and 749-keV transitions and stretchedE1 for the 958-keV
transition. ~The 1406-keVg ray was too weak for DCO
analysis.! The levels at 808 and 1557 keV have, therefo
been assignedI p581 and 91, respectively.

2. Band 2

Band 2 in this work confirms all of the transitions a
signed to the band labeled Band 3 in Ref.@24#, apart from
05431
g
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the 150-keVg ray discussed above. DCO ratios indica
M1/E2 multipolarity for these previously observed trans
tions. Three crossoverE2 transitions have been observe
thereby confirming the ordering of the dipole transitio
above 13\. The DCO ratios of the transitions linking thi
band to band 1, with energies 349, 800, 1330, 1182,
1396 keV, confirm the spins and negative-parity assignme
of the states in this band, as shown in Fig. 2. A 294-k
transition was observed feeding out of band 2 from theI p

5112 level. In an earlier study of108In by Anderssonet al.
@23#, this transition was placed in the level scheme feed
into this band directly above the 335-keV transition. In t
current work, the 294-keV transition was found to be in c
incidence with all of the transitions above theI p5112 state
in band 2, as well as members of band 3 and the transit
linking bands 2 and 3, but not with the other transitio
decaying out of band 2. This transition was found to fee
state also fed by the decay out of band 7, which is discus
in Sec. IV A 5, thus confirming the new placement of thisg
ray as shown in Fig. 2.
4-5
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FIG. 3. Level scheme of110In deduced from the backed- and thin-target data. The width of each arrow is proportional to the inten
the transition. Intensity associated with internal conversion~unobserved! is represented by the white portion of the arrow.
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3. Band 3

Band 3 was shown in Ref.@24# to be a sequence of mixe
M1/E2 transitions extending up to spin 19\. The current
study extends this band up to 22\ by two parallel sequence
feeding into theI 519 state, with most of the intensity flow
ing through the 524-596-740-keV sequence; this branch
therefore, been placed as the continuation of the band.
weak crossover transitions were observed in this band, c
firming the ordering of theg rays up to theI 519 state. This
work confirms the existence of four transitions linking th
band to band 2. The values ofRDCO extracted for these link-
ing g rays in the current study indicate that they a
I→I 21 transitions withd'0. No distinction could be made
betweenE1 and nearly pureM1 multipolarities on the basis
of these measurements alone; therefore, the results o
05431
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polarization measurements made in Ref.@24# have been
adopted, assigningE1 multipolarity to these transitions an
giving band 3 positive parity.

4. Bands 4 and 5

A 1861-keV transition has been observed which is not
coincidence with transitions in any of the bands discus
thus far. Figure 6 shows a spectrum gated on this transit
All of the transitions labeled in this spectrum are also co
cident with band-1 transitions, conclusively associating
1861-keV and coincident transitions with108In. The 1861-
keV g ray has been placed directly feeding the 71 ground
state. Most of theg rays labeled in Fig. 6 were found to be i
mutual coincidence. Theseg rays have been organized int
two bands, labeled 4 and 5 in Fig. 2, based on coinciden
4-6
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TABLE III. Properties of transitions observed in the108In thin- and backed-target experiments. Intensit
are corrected for detector efficiency and normalized to 100% for the 213-keV transition. TheRDCO values are
from the backed-target data only. Unless otherwise noted, the values in column 4 are from gates on t
dipole ~D! 1119- and/or 213-keV transitions, and the values in column 5 are from gates on the pure
rupole ~Q! transitions in band 5.

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

147.0~1! 37.6~11! 53.9~16! 0.97~2! 112→102 M1/E2 2
150.4~1! 8.3~8! 29.0~6! 1.68~6! 0.98~6!a 71→71 M1/E2 6→1
153.5~1! 60.2~18! 87.5~27! 0.96~1! 122→112 M1/E2 2
186.2~1! 2.5~1! 2.5~1! 1.09~17! 141→131 M1/E2 3
213.1~1! 100.0~31! 100.0~31! 0.94~1! 0.50~5! 92→82 M1/E2 1
223.3~1! 7.3~3! 7.0~3! 0.85~10! 122→112 M1/E2 7
230.8~1! 85.6~26! 95.5~29! 0.97~1! 132→122 M1/E2 2
237.0~1! 29.2~9! 111→91 E2 8
255.9~1! 12.9~4! 10.8~3! 0.92~4! 151→141 M1/E2 3
290.3~1! 2.1~8! 1.5~1! 102→
293.7~1! 6.2~2! 5.1~2! 0.88~5!b 112→102 M1/E2 2→7
307.1~1! 0.7~1! →15 →5
311.6~1! 1.0~1! 1.8~1! 1.57~31! 82→81 E1 1→6
322.2~1! 13.0~5! 10.8~4! 0.77~14! 0.41~3!a 132→122 M1/E2 7
335.4~1! 60.5~18! 62.6~19! 0.99~2! 142→132 M1/E2 2
341.9~3! 2.4~2! 0.4~1! 122→ 7→
349.1~1! 15.6~5! 14.7~5! 1.03~3! 122→112 M1/E2 2→1
357.3~1! 21.2~7! 16.8~5! 0.92~4! 161→151 M1/E2 3
361.6~1! 0.7~1! 1.6~1! 10(2)→9(2) M1/E2 4→
410.6~1! 1.6~1! 1.5~1! 0.92~12! 15(2)→14(2) M1/E2
413.7~1! 10.5~4! 8.5~3! 0.99~11! 0.51~5!a 142→132 M1/E2 7
415.5~1! 2.3~1! 1.6~1! (172)→(162) M1/E2
437.9~1! 2.4~2! 2.1~2! (132)→122 M1/E2 →1
443.8~1! 3.3~3! 2.7~1! 0.47~6!a 13(1)→121 M1/E2 8
462.0~1! 1.4~1! 1.4~1! (182)→(172) M1/E2
473.0~1! 22.3~7! 14.2~4! 0.87~4! 171→161 M1/E2 3
493.3~1! 1.7~1! 1.0~1! (192)→(182) M1/E2
506.0~1! 3.4~2! 2.6~2! 1.24~21! 102→102 M1/E2 →1
511.0~1! 6.0~4! 10.8~5! 1.38~10! 112→102 M1/E2 7→
524.0~1! 11.7~4! 5.3~2! (201)→191 M1/E2 3
527.7~1! 3.8~2! 1.07~1!c 8(2)→92 M1/E2 4→1
527.8~1! 35.1~11! 31.6~10! 1.07~1!c 152→142 M1/E2 2
528.6~1! 54.0~17! 45.4~15! 1.07~1!c 102→92 M1/E2 1
541.5~1! 16.7~6! 14.2~5! 0.90~4!d 122→112 M1/E2 1
542.4~1! 9.7~3! 4.3~2! 191→181 M1/E2 3
542.5~3! 1.1~2! 0.3~1! (221)→(211) M1/E2
553.1~1! 4.3~2! 4.1~2! 0.89~13! 13→11 E2 5
564.4~1! 17.3~5! 8.1~3! 0.58~7! 181→171 M1/E2 3
570.7~1! 2.9~2! →10(2) →4
575.5~1! 3.0~2! 1.1~1! (162)→152 M1/E2 →2
576.0~1! 2.9~1! 0.7~1! (201)→191 M1/E2 →3
577.3~2! 5.3~2! 1.3~1! 0.94~5!e 10(2)→102 M1/E2 4→1
577.9~1! 8.3~4! 13.3~5! 0.94~5!e 10(2)→8(2) E2 4
585.1~1! 14.4~5! 7.2~3! 0.70~9! 172→162 M1/E2 2
588.7~1! 2.7~2! 91→81 M1/E2 8→6
596.0~1! 7.6~3! 2.8~1! (211)→(201) M1/E2 3
604.3~1! 34.9~11! 31.2~10! 1.13~3! 112→102 M1/E2 1
613.4~1! 3.3~2! 2.8~1! 15→14(2) M1/E2 5→4
625.9~1! 3.3~3! 3.1~2! 112→ 7→
054314-7
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TABLE III. ~Continued.!

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

632.5~1! 2.1~3! 3.1~2! (152)→142 M1/E2 7
635.5~1! 3.9~2! 2.7~2! 1.26~16! 132→122 M1/E2 1
656.5~1! 11.0~4! 21.6~7! 1.55~13!b 81→71 M1/E2 6
660.9~1! 18.8~6! 12.7~4! 0.94~7! 162→152 M1/E2 2
728.6~2! 1.6~1! 0.3~1! (211)→(201) M1/E2
735.9~1! 3.8~2! 2.1~1! (182)→172 M1/E2 →2
740.3~3! 2.2~1! 0.5~1! (221)→(211) M1/E2 3
741.6~1! 0.1~2! 3.3~2! 8(2)→82 M1/E2 4→1
749.2~1! 6.1~3! 9.1~3! 1.30~13!b 91→81 M1/E2 6
753.4~1! 0.8~2! 1.4~2! (72)→71 E1 →6
777.8~1! 17.6~6! 15.5~5! 2.08~20! 1.02~8! 15→13 E2 5
782.0~1! 3.1~2! 3.0~2! 2.08~27! 152→132 E2 →2
800.3~1! 3.5~2! 3.1~1! 1.55~25!b 112→102 M1/E2 2→1
804.1~1! 6.6~3! 4.6~2! 0.94~13! 19→17 E2 5→
804.8~2! 1.2~3! 0.9~1! 132→121 E1 7→8
827.0~1! 11.9~5! 10.0~4! 1.44~15!f 0.52~9!g 13→12(2) M1/E2 5→4
828.3~1! 11.5~4! 7.9~2! 1.44~15!f 17→15 E2 5
834.7~1! 18.4~7! 19.0~7! 1.76~18! 1.10~10! 12(2)→10(2) E2 4
864.2~1! 2.0~1! 152→132 E2 2
904.2~1! 10.2~4! 7.2~3! 1.05~10! 19→17 E2 5
905.3~2! 0.5~1! (72)→71 E1 →1
926.0~1! 4.3~2! 3.3~2! 1.54~27! 14(2)→132 M1/E2 →2
928.2~1! 7.3~3! 6.0~2! 1.58~39! 1.02~10! 17→15 E2 →5
956.7~1! 0.1~2! 3.5~2! 8(2)→(72) M1/E2 4→
957.8~1! 7.2~2! 8.6~3! 1.10~11!b 102→91 E1 2→6
958.0~3! 1.2~7! 0.5~2! 9(2)→82 M1/E2 →1
968.7~1! 5.2~8! 7.4~1! 0.91~9! 82→71 E1 1→6
971.7~1! 2.0~2! 1.8~1! 102→91 E1 →8
984.5~1! 4.8~2! 1.6~1! 1.48~29! 181→171 M1/E2 →3
987.0~1! 5.0~6! 4.3~2! 0.63~6!a 121→111 M1/E2 8
991.5~1! 6.1~4! 4.5~2! 0.95~26! 14(2)→12(2) E2 4

1002.4~1! 9.7~4! 4.6~2! 0.95~13! 21→19 E2 5
1017.9~2! 1.2~1! 1.1~1! 1.34~42! 112→102 M1/E2 7→1
1028.2~1! 2.1~2! 2.2~1! 2.15~47!b 0.79~21!a 112→111 E1 2→8
1035.1~1! 4.8~3! 2.5~2! 102→92 M1/E2 →1
1038.8~1! 2.3~2! 1.3~1! 181→161 E2 3
1043.0~1! 4.6~3! 4.6~2! 0.48~12! 10(2)→91 E1 4→8
1098.4~6! 3.6~4! 0.5~2! →92 →1
1106.6~1! 4.1~2! 3.6~2! 10(2)→92 M1/E2 4→1
1107.7~1! 1.1~1! 1.0~1! 191→171 E2 3
1108.7~1! 4.5~5! 4.5~3! 11→10(2) M1/E2 5→4
1119.4~1! 74.4~34! 156.6~10! 1.06~2! 82→71 E1 1
1133.8~1! 4.6~3! 4.8~3! 1.77~16! 112→92 E2 1
1146.7~2! 0.4~3! 1.4~2! 122→102 E2 1
1159.9~4! 1.0~1! →181

1179.0~1! 6.1~3! 2.0~1! (23)→21 E2 5
1182.2~1! 18.7~6! 18.9~6! 2.50~10! 102→92 M1/E2 2→1
1189.1~1! 1.4~1! 162→142 E2 2
1220.5~1! 3.1~1! 2.5~1! 1.38~46! 161→152 E1 3→2
1245.9~1! 3.6~2! 1.04~15!a 91→71 E2 8→6
1246.9~1! 1.0~1! 172→152 E2 2
1248.8~2! 1.2~2! 1.2~1! 102→82 E2 →1
1256.1~5! 0.7~2! →112 →7
054314-8
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TABLE III. ~Continued.!

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

1284.3~1! 0.5~3! 1.6~2! →92 →1
1329.5~1! 18.7~6! 21.8~7! 1.97~13! 112→92 E2 2→1
1343.7~1! 1.0~2! 1.1~1! (151)→13(1) E2 8
1391.0~1! 10.2~3! 8.1~3! 0.90~10! 151→142 E1 3→2
1396.0~1! 22.7~7! 24.5~8! 1.89~11! 102→82 E2 2→1
1396.8~1! 7.2~8! 33.4~19! 1.11~4!a 91→71 E2 8→1
1406.5~1! 2.8~1! 91→71 E2 6
1469.4~1! 4.6~3! 4.1~2! 0.60~7!a 122→111 E1 7→8
1470.5~1! 9.8~3! 9.9~3! 1.04~9! 141→132 E1 3→2
1515.3~1! 2.3~2! 1.9~1! 0.89~22! 131→122 E1 3→2
1581.4~10! 0.2~1! (172)→152 E2 →2
1608.9~1! 1.1~1! (191)→171 E2 →3
1694.8~1! 1.8~1! 2.7~1! (162)→142 E2 →2
1709.5~1! 0.4~1! 1.3~1! →152

1774.8~2! 0.5~1! →152

1861.5~1! 0.3~6! 7.3~4! 0.52~4! 82→71 E1 4→1

aRDCO from gate on 237-keV transition.
bRDCO from gate on 231-keV nearly pure dipole transition.
cFit to composite;528-keV peak, including the tentative 527.7-keV transition. See text for details.
dIncludes small contributions from the 542.4- and 542.5-keV transitions.
eFit to composite;578-keV peak, including the tentative 577.3-keV transition. See text for details.
fFit to composite;828-keV peak. See text for details.
gRDCO from summed gate on 804- and 928-keV transitions of side branch associated with band 5.
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energy-sum, and intensity-balance arguments. Band 5 de
exclusively to band 4, which subsequently decays to
ground state through the 1861-keV transition, as well
through multiple decay paths to band 1. Note that the pea
;828 keV is a doublet. Spectra gated on the 553-, 110
613-, 992-, 804-, and 928-keVg rays associated with band
4 and 5 indicated smaller relative intensities for t
;828-keV peak than was observed in spectra gated on
otherg rays associated with these bands. This strongly s
gests that eachg ray in the aforementioned list of gatin
transitions is in coincidence with only one member of t
doublet. The placement of the transitions of this doublet w
primarily determined based on these observed intensi
The current placement of the transitions in these bands
considerable modification of band 5 from Ref.@24#, particu-
larly the reorganization into two separate bands. In addit
the 828-904-keV and 928-804-keV sequences ofg rays,
placed in mutual coincidence in@24#, have been placed a
parallel decay paths in band 5. The former sequence is m
intense and has been placed as the in-band branch.

Coincidences between bands 1 and 4 indicate that ba
feeds into band 1 at theI p592 state or higher. The 1861
keV state in band 4 is nearly degenerate with the 102 state of
band 1, which makes discerning the specific decay pa
very difficult; band 4 could feed into band 1 via a 577-keVg
ray parallel to the in-band 578-keVg ray, via a 528-keVg
ray feeding into the 92 state of band 1, or possibly both. Th
level scheme in Fig. 2 has been drawn with both of th
transitions tentatively placed.
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The DCO ratios for the 835-keV~band 4! and 778-keV
~band 5! transitions indicateE2 multipolarity for theseg
rays ~see Table III!. RDCO values were measured with gate
on the 778- and 835-keV transitions to enhance the meas
ments for the remaining transitions in bands 4 and 5 and
determine the multipolarity of the transitions feeding para
to the 213- and 1119-keVg-ray gates. These results are al
summarized in Table III.

The 1861-keV transition is consistent with a stretch
~pure! dipole multipolarity. In Ref.@24#, Chakrawarthyet al.
assigned thisg ray E3 multipolarity, with the 1861-keV
level havingI p5102. With this assignment, the 102 levels
of bands 1 and 4 are within 1 keV of each other. Such cl
proximity of two levels with the same quantum numbe
typically results in large admixtures of the two states. Su
large admixtures are usually observed experimentally as
nificant crosstalk involving the two nearly degenerate leve
Band 4 decays to band 1, but band 1 has not been obse
to decay to band 4. Chakrawarthyet al. also point out the
absence of a Doppler-broadened line shape for the 1861-
transition as support for theirE3 assignment@24#. In the
current analysis, the lowest transition in bands 4 and 5
was found to have a measurable line shape was the 1002
transition, suggesting that the long lifetime, implied by t
absence of line shapes, in fact exists significantly highe
the sequence~although this does not necessarily rule ou
long lifetime for the 1861-keV state as well!. This will be
discussed further in Secs. IV C and V B. In this work,E1
multipolarity has been assigned to the 1861-keV transit
and, hence,I p58(2) to the 1861-keV state of band 4.
4-9
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TABLE IV. Properties of transitions observed in the110In thin- and backed-target experiments. Intensit
are corrected for detector efficiency and normalized to 100% for the 210-keV transition. TheRDCO values are
from the backed-target data only. Unless otherwise noted, the values in column 4 are from gates on t
dipole~D! 544- and/or 210-keV transitions, and the values in column 5 are from gates on the pure quad
~Q! 878- or 977-keV transitions.

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

8.0~10!a 0.2~1! 0.3~1! 82→72 M1/E2 1
63.9~1! 0.5~1! 4.7~3! →132 →2
93.2~1! 0.9~1! 1.6~1! 82→81 E1 1→6

104.2~1! 1.9~1! 2.2~1! 122→(112) M1/E2 2→
147.4~1! 0.5~1! 0.4~1! 151→14(1) M1/E2 3→8
166.9~1! 4.3~1! 3.3~1! 0.68~8! 14(1)→13(1) M1/E2 8
185.6~1! 1.0~1! 0.7~1! 1.29~24!b 121→111 M1/E2 3
207.5~1! 16.9~5! 14.6~5! 1.02~5! 131→121 M1/E2 3
209.5~1! 100.0~30! 100.0~30! 1.04~2! 0.63~13! 92→82 M1/E2 1
217.2~1! 1.1~1! 0.6~1! 0.97~11!c 13(1)→12(2) E1 8→9
223.8~1! 26.6~8! 19.8~6! 0.90~3! 141→131 M1/E2 3
241.1~1! 34.6~10! 30.4~9! 0.89~2! 132→122 M1/E2 2
243.0~1! 1.0~1! 1.0~1! (102)→(102) M1/E2
267.2~1! 2.1~1! 1.3~1! 0.85~9!d 121→11(2) E1 3→
268.0~1! 3.9~1! 2.8~1! 0.68~11! 14(2)→13(2) M1/E2 9
281.3~1! 0.6~1! 0.9~1! 131→ 3→
284.0~1! 1.2~1! 0.8~1! (182)→(172) M1/E2
285.4~1! 26.5~8! 18.5~6! 0.85~3! 151→141 M1/E2 3
288.5~1! 4.3~2! 4.0~2! 0.92~5!e (132)→(122) M1/E2 7
289.0~1! 9.3~3! 6.5~2! 0.92~5!e 15(1)→14(1) M1/E2 8
297.3~1! 4.8~2! 2.8~1! 0.63~10!f 15(2)→14(2) M1/E2 9
297.8~1! 1.1~1! 0.8~1! 0.63~10!f 13(2)→12(2) M1/E2 9
300.9~1! 0.6~1! 0.6~1! 81→71 M1/E2 6→1
301.3~1! 3.6~1! 2.6~1! 0.89~19!g (122)→(112) M1/E2 7
315.6~1! 1.7~1! 1.4~1! 0.98~19! 102→(102) M1/E2 4→
331.5~1! 2.9~1! 1.7~1! 0.88~16!h (112)→(102) M1/E2 7
354.6~1! 22.2~7! 16.6~5! 0.77~4! 142→132 M1/E2 2
363.3~1! 5.3~2! 3.7~2! 0.96~25!g (112)→(102) M1/E2
366.9~1! 0.8~1! 0.7~1! (181)→17(1) M1/E2 3→8
369.0~1! 24.4~7! 13.6~4! 0.69~5! 161→151 M1/E2 3
386.2~1! 8.0~3! 8.6~3! 2.14~16! 72→71 E1 1
394.5~1! 27.1~9! 26.1~8! 0.94~4! 82→71 E1 1
408.2~1! 2.1~1! 0.7~1! (192)→(182) M1/E2
413.4~1! 38.6~4! 35.9~5! 1.75~6! 71→71 M1/E2 1
421.9~1! 40.6~12! 33.8~10! 0.87~2! 122→112 M1/E2 2→1
422.0~1! 2.3~1! 1.1~1! (182)→172 M1/E2 →2
432.4~1! 9.7~3! 5.7~2! 0.75~21! 16(1)→15(1) M1/E2 8
433.8~1! 5.7~2! 2.7~1! 0.53~11!i 16(2)→15(2) M1/E2 9
476.4~1! 2.1~1! (152)→(142) M1/E2
480.5~1! 7.0~2! 3.2~1! 17(1)→16(1) M1/E2 8
483.9~1! 3.9~1! 2.7~1! (201)→(191) M1/E2 3
486.9~1! 19.7~6! 8.4~3! (171)→161 M1/E2 3
506.8~1! 1.9~1! (142)→132 M1/E2 →2
521.1~1! 13.6~4! 7.6~2! 0.62~7! 152→142 M1/E2 2
536.0~2! 0.9~1! 0.3~1!
536.0~1! 1.6~1! 0.6~1! (142)→(132) M1/E2 7
543.7~1! 87.2~26! 73.0~22! 1.04~4!g 102→92 M1/E2 1
550.2~1! 2.6~1! 0.9~1! (181)→17(1) M1/E2 8
550.3~1! 2.2~1! 0.9~1! (172)→16(2) M1/E2 →9
555.9~1! 2.1~1! 0.4~1! (181)→17(1) M1/E2 →8
565.4~1! 2.8~2! 0.6~1! (211)→(201) M1/E2 3
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TABLE IV. ~Continued.!

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

565.6~1! 13.0~4! 4.0~1! (181)→(171) M1/E2 3
566.1~1! 2.3~1! 0.7~1! (172)→16(2) M1/E2 9
567.2~1! 3.1~2! 3.6~2! (102)→102 M1/E2 →1
572.9~1! 6.2~2! 2.1~1! (191)→(181) M1/E2 3
578.0~1! 8.3~3! 7.0~3! 1.08~14! 11(2)→9(2) E2 5
584.4~1! 7.4~3! 6.1~2! 0.89~10! 102→82 E2 4
590.1~1! 20.0~6! 11.8~4! 0.99~8! 122→112 M1/E2 →1
596.2~1! 5.1~2! 3.9~2! 0.43~8! 11(2)→102 M1/E2 5→4
599.3~1! 10.2~4! 7.7~3! 1.22~24!g 0.77~15! 82→92 M1/E2 4→1
603.2~1! 9.8~4! 7.6~3! 0.84~19!g 0.42~6! 9(2)→82 M1/E2 5→4
610.7~1! 1.0~1! 121→ 3→
613.0~1! 72.7~22! 56.3~17! 0.94~3! 112→102 M1/E2 1
640.6~1! 2.8~1! 0.9~1! 102→102 M1/E2 4→1
646.6~1! 1.9~1! (191)→(181) M1/E2 →3
669.3~1! 1.1~1! 0.6~1! 11(2)→(102) M1/E2 5→
681.5~10! 0.6~1! 0.7~1! (91)→81 M1/E2 6
695.1~1! 1.1~1! (201)→(191) M1/E2
708.2~1! 2.1~1! (221)→(211) M1/E2 3
713.8~1! 2.8~2! 2.9~2! (101)→(91) M1/E2 6
714.5~1! 4.8~10! 10.7~13! 81→71 M1/E2 6→1
732.3~2! 0.8~1! 0.8~1! (102)→(91) E1 →6
733.4~1! 1.1~1! 0.9~1! 1.19~37!i (122)→112 M1/E2 7→1
736.8~1! 2.6~1! 1.1~1! 0.84~13!i 172→162 M1/E2 2
740.2~1! 1.5~1! (181)→(171) M1/E2 →3
744.2~2! 0.8~1! 0.8~1! (111)→(101) M1/E2 6
748.4~1! 1.0~1! 0.2~1! (181)→(171) M1/E2 8→3
753.0~1! 2.6~2! 2.2~1! (142)→122 E2 →4
753.6~7! 0.4~1! 0.2~2! 102→82 E2 1
754.3~2! 0.6~1! 0.3~1! (181)→(171) M1/E2 →3
766.9~1! 1.0~1! (231)→(221) M1/E2 3
769.1~1! 1.5~1! 1.1~1! (162)→(142) E2
799.7~1! 27.0~11! 35.3~14! 2.04~10! 1.31~29! 72→71 E1 1
805.3~2! 1.8~1! 1.8~1! 102→(91) E1 4→6
808.0~1! 54.0~17! 58.2~19! 0.96~3! 0.67~15! 82→71 E1 1
809.9~1! 3.3~2! 3.0~2! 82→82 M1/E2 4→1
815.0~1! 7.0~2! 2.8~1! 1.30~32! 162→152 M1/E2 2
817.4~1! 4.9~2! 4.9~2! 1.03~23! 82→72 M1/E2 4→1
825.4~2! 1.1~1! 0.8~1! 9(2)→(91) E1 5→6
830.6~1! 11.6~4! 8.9~3! 1.12~12! 13(2)→11(2) E2 5
855.9~1! 1.6~1! (171)→151 E2 3
878.0~1! 8.3~3! 8.4~3! 1.72~35! 0.93~17! 122→102 E2 4
881.3~1! 5.3~2! 3.9~1! 1.61~39! 0.79~15! 182→162 E2 4
889.1~1! 7.8~3! 5.0~2! 19(2)→17(2) E2 5
937.1~1! 4.2~2! 2.6~1! (202)→182 E2 4
946.2~1! 6.4~2! 3.1~1! 0.92~12!j 21(2)→19(2) E2 5
950.4~1! 9.1~3! 7.5~2! 0.92~12!j 17(2)→15(2) E2 5
955.3~1! 6.4~2! 4.7~2! 0.88~21! 131→122 E1 3→
977.0~1! 10.4~4! 8.1~3! 15(2)→13(2) E2 5
981.7~1! 1.2~1! (172)→(152) E2

1024.3~1! 6.0~2! 4.6~2! 0.96~12! 162→142 E2 4
1035.6~1! 5.5~2! 4.5~2! 1.69~41! 122→102 E2 2→1
1046.1~1! 2.7~2! 1.3~1! (112)→102 M1/E2 7→1
1052.3~1! 1.5~1! (181)→161 E2 3
1070.1~1! 1.1~1! 0.5~1! 11(2)→112 M1/E2 →1
1072.0~1! 4.2~2! 1.0~1! (232)→21(2) E2 5
054314-11
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TABLE IV. ~Continued.!

Eg (keV) I g,thin I g,backed RDCO(D) RDCO(Q) I i
p→I f

p Ml Band

1076.5~1! 8.1~3! 6.3~2! 1.01~12!k 142→122 E2 4
1077.6~2! 0.8~1! 13(1)→132 E1 8→2
1078.1~1! 3.3~4! 2.6~3! 1.01~12!k (102)→82 E2 →1
1088.6~1! 2.0~1! 0.7~1! (222)→(202) E2 4
1102.2~1! 2.4~1! (151)→141 M1/E2 →3
1105.0~1! 2.0~1! 0.9~1! 141→132 E1 3→2
1111.2~2! 1.5~1! 0.8~1! (102)→92 M1/E2 →1
1115.9~1! 1.1~1! 0.7~1! 11(2)→(102) M1/E2
1122.7~1! 1.4~1! 1.0~1! 1.02~28!i 131→122 E1 3→2
1130.9~2! 1.0~1! (152)→142 M1/E2 →2
1138.6~2! 0.9~1! (191)→(171) E2 3
1157.0~1! 8.3~3! 8.1~3! 112→92 E2 1
1178.3~2! 0.8~1! 0.3~1! 15(1)→142 E1 8→2
1183.2~3! 0.7~1! 0.7~1! 102→92 M1/E2 4→1
1196.4~2! 1.9~2! (132)→112 E2 →1
1202.3~2! 1.3~1! 1.0~1! 9(2)→92 M1/E2 5→1
1203.2~1! 2.0~1! 1.7~1! 122→102 E2 →1
1230.5~1! 4.2~2! 2.3~1! 13(2)→122 M1/E2 9→
1234.9~1! 2.5~1! 0.3~1! (252)→(232) E2 5
1243.8~1! 5.3~2! 3.8~1! 0.87~15! 14(1)→132 E1 8→2
1257.3~1! 1.9~2! 1.2~1! (102)→92 M1/E2 7→1
1290.7~5! 1.1~2! 1.3~2! (101)→(91) M1/E2 →6
1310.4~2! 1.0~1! (242)→(222) E2 4
1318.0~1! 5.0~2! 2.6~1! 0.93~19! 13(1)→122 E1 8→2
1321.2~1! 2.7~2! 3.2~2! (102)→82 E2 →1
1337.7~1! 15.8~5! 9.9~3! 1.22~20! 121→112 E1 3→1
1346.5~2! 1.5~1! 1.6~1! (122)→102 E2 7→1
1370.1~1! 1.4~1! 0.4~1! 15(2)→142 M1/E2 9→2
1396.4~1! 2.5~7! 4.2~9! (91)→71 E2 6→1
1419.1~1! 1.2~1! (272)→(252) E2 5
1425.6~2! 1.0~1! 0.4~1! 14(2)→132 M1/E2 9→2
1467.5~1! 2.2~2! 1.5~2! (102)→82 E2 7→1
1522.6~1! 1.3~1! 0.5~1! 12(2)→112 M1/E2 9→1
1552.0~2! 0.9~1! 0.2~1! 172→152 E2 2
1589.9~1! 3.0~2! 1.9~1! (112)→92 E2 7→1
1590.2~3! 0.5~1! (191)→(181) M1/E2 →3
1617.0~4! 0.6~1! 2.4~1! 82→71 E1 4→1
1626.8~6! 0.2~1! (292)→(272) E2 5
1684.1~5! 0.2~1! 0.1~1! 11(2)→102 M1/E2 →1
1690.2~2! 0.8~1! 0.4~1! (172)→152 E2 →2
1750.0~3! 0.8~1! (162)→142 E2 →2
1765.5~1! 0.8~1! 0.5~1! 111→102 E1 3→1

aTransition not observed, but inferred from coincidence relationships.
bRDCO from gate on 285-keV dipole transition.
cRDCO from gate on 289-keV dipole transition.
dRDCO from gate on 224-keV dipole transition.
eFit to composite;289-keV peak.
fFit to composite;297-keV peak.
gRDCO from gate on 808-keV pure dipole transition.
hRDCO from summed gate on 808- and 210-keV dipole transitions.
iRDCO from summed gate on 808-, 210-, and 544-keV dipole transitions.
jAs a result of Doppler broadening, the 946- and 950-keV transitions could only be fitted as a composit
kFit to composite;1077-keV peak.
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FIG. 4. Background-subtracte
spectrum gated on the 213-ke
transition in the 108In backed-
target data. Peaks associated w
108In are labeled with their ener
gies in keV.
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Uncertainty with respect to the number of;578- and
;529-keV transitions complicates the DCO analysis
these transitions. The 1861-keV transition is in coinciden
with the 578-keV transition, but not the~tentative! 577-keV

FIG. 5. Background-subtracted spectra gated on the~a! 1119-
and ~b! 969-keV transitions in the108In backed-target data. Peak
are labeled with their energies in keV.
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transition. By gating on 578 keV, measuringRDCO for 1861
keV, and comparing the result with theRDCO values obtained
for 1861 keV by gating on 778 or 835 keV, the in-ban
578-keV g ray has been shown to be consistent w
stretchedE2 multipolarity. Thus, the 2439-keV state in ban
4 is proposed to haveI p510(2). The only other transition
feeding out of this 10(2) state for whichRDCO could be
measured is the 1043-keVg ray feeding band 8; this transi
tion is consistent with pureDI 51 multipolarity and, hence
with the assigned spins in both bands~see Sec. IV A 6!.

Gates on the 835- or 778-keVg rays yieldRDCO values
consistent withE2 multipolarity for the 992-, 553-, 904-, an
1002-keV in-bandg rays and the 928- and 804-keV sid
bandg rays. The 1109-, 613-, and 1179-keVg rays were too
weak to measureRDCO ratios. While there are no stron
gates that isolate the 828-keV member of the;828-keV
doublet in band 5, gating on just the 804- and 928-keV tr
sitions associated with band 5 isolates the 827-keV mem
linking bands 4 and 5 for separate measurement. The re
ing DCO ratio was consistent with pure stretched dipole m
tipolarity. StretchedE2 multipolarity can be assigned to th
other 828-keVg ray based on the stretchedE2 multipolari-
ties of the 904-, 928-, and 804-keV transitions. Hence, b
4 has been assigned negative parity and signaturea50, and
band 5 has been assigneda51.

5. Band 7

Band 7 was found in this study to have a 223-322-41
keV g-ray sequence, in agreement with band 1 of Ref.@24#.
The 511- and 626-keV transitions placed at the top of
band in the previous work, however, have instead b
placed feeding out from the level at 2879 keV which is d
rectly fed by the 223-keV transition. The 626-keVg ray was
observed to be in coincidence with the 237-keVg ray in
band 8, but the 511-keVg ray was not. The 506-, 1035-, an
4-13
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FIG. 6. Background-subtracte
spectrum gated on the 1861-ke
transition in the 108In backed-
target data. Peaks are labeled wi
their energies in keV.
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1249-keV transitions feeding into band 1 firmly establish
existence of the level at 2368 keV, which is directly fed
the 511-keVg ray. This level is also fed by the 294-keVg
ray feeding out of band 2. These three transitions feed
band 1 are in coincidence with band 7 and the 511-keV tr
sition, but not with the 626-keV transition. The 511- a
626-keVg rays, therefore, feed out of band 7 through par
lel decay paths.

The highly fragmented nature of the decay of band 7
fortunately hinders resolution of all the decay paths. T
626-keV transition feeds band 8, but the full decay p
could not be established; and likewise for the 290-keV tr
sition feeding band 1 from the state at 2368 keV. Seve
other g rays, with energies 1469, 972, and 805 keV, we
observed to link bands 7 and 8.

The measuredRDCO values for the 223-, 322-, and 414
keV transitions suggestDI 51 mixed M1/E2 multipolarity
for these transitions. TheRDCO values for the transitions
with energies 294~from band 2!, 506, 511, and 1018 keV
were measured; the DCO ratios for the 294- and 511-k
transitions are consistent withDI 51 mixed M1/E2 multi-
polarity, but the uncertainties for the other two transitions
too large to permit any reliable conclusions to be draw
Based on theRDCO value for the 294-keVg ray, the spin of
the 2368-keV state is deduced to beI 510. This state feeds
the 82, 92, and 102 states of band 1. Only anE2 multipo-
larity for the 1249-keV transition is consistent with the pa
allel branches, so the state at 2368 keV is assignedI p

5102. As the in-band transitions of band 7 are all consist
with DI 51 mixed M1/E2 assignments, band 7, therefor
has negative parity and spins as shown in Fig. 2.

6. Band 8

The sequence ofg rays labeled band 8 decays to the 71

ground state via paths parallel to the 1119- and 213-k
transitions. The current analysis extends the sequence
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ported in Ref.@24# by the addition of a 1344-keVg ray
feeding into the top level of the sequence, a 1246-keVg ray
feeding out to the 71 state at 150 keV, and 972- and 805-ke
g rays linking bands 7 and 8. Also, a 589-keVg ray is
observed feeding into the 81 state at 808 keV, which pro
vides further confirmation of the ordering of the 656- a
749-keV transitions of band 6.

An earlier study of108In @22# proposed the assignment o
the 1397- and 237-keV transitions to108In on the basis of an
excitation function. These transitions were suggested to
part of the decay of an isomeric state with a lifetime on t
order of t;100 ns; an unobserved low-energyg ray was
proposed as the isomeric transition. The numerous transit
observed in this analysis to connect band 8 to the rest of
level scheme conclusively associate this sequence with108In.
The full coincidence sequence indicated in Fig. 2, howev
was observed only in the backed-target data. In the th
target data, coincidences were observed for transitions ab
the state at 1634 keV in band 8, as well as prompt deca
bands 4 and 5 through the 1397-keV state in band 8, bu
coincidences were observed across the 1634-keV state.
implies that the 1634-keV state has a lifetime sufficien
long for the nuclei recoiling from the thin target to exit th
target region before this state decays, and thus the delayg
rays are no longer directly observable by the Ge detect
This effect does not appear in the backed-target data bec
the recoils stop in the Pb backing, and the delayedg rays
continue to have an unobstructed flight path to the detect
If the isomeric state feeds the 1634-keV state via a lo
energyg ray, as proposed by Eliaset al. @22#, then theg rays
directly feeding the 1634-keV state should be in prompt
incidence with those transitions below that state, which is
the case.

There are no direct coincidences between the usual ga
transitions for the DCO analysis, namely, the 1119- and 2
keV transitions, and theg rays in band 8. To determine th
4-14
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multipolarities of the band-8 transitions, gates were pla
on the 1397- and 237-keV transitions of band 8.~Note that
the angular-distribution and polarization measurements
Ref. @22# indicate these transitions are still anisotropic, d
spite any spin dealignment effects associated with the
meric state; hence, a DCO analysis is still valid.! RDCO val-
ues of those transitions, primarilyg rays associated with
band 7, in coincidence with the gating transitions in bo
bands 1 and 8 were then measured. These DCO ratios
compared to the corresponding values when gating on
1119- and 213-keV transitions. From these comparison
consistent set of spin and parity assignments could
deduced.

The level at 1397 keV is fed via a one-step transition
972 keV from the 102 state at 2368 keV and directly feed
the ground and 150-keV 71 states. The restriction ofg-ray
multipolarities to mixedM1/E2, E1, or E2 limits the pos-
sible I p for this level to 82 or 91. The gate on 237 keV
yielded RDCO values for band-7 transitions that were suf
ciently far from those measured with gates on 213 and 1
keV to rule out pure dipole multipolarity for the 237-ke
transition. TheRDCO value for the 1397-keV transition whe
gating on 237 keV~or vice versa! indicates that the 1397
keV transition is also not pure dipole. This rules out an2

assignment for the 1397-keV state, resulting in a 91 assign-
ment, and stretchedE2 multipolarities for the 1397- and
1246-keV transitions,DI 51 mixedM1/E2 multipolarity for
the 589-keV transition, and stretchedE1 multipolarity for
the 972-keV transition. All of these assignments are con
tent with the corresponding measuredRDCO values. With an
E2 assignment for the 237-keVg ray, the state at 1634 keV
hasI p5111. Consequently, this makes the 1028-keVg ray
connecting bands 2 and 8 a nonstretchedE1, as opposed to
anM2 as in Ref.@24#, which is consistent withRDCO values
measured when gated either below, on 237 keV, or above
231 keV. TheRDCO value measured for the 1469-keVg ray
connecting bands 7 and 8 is in reasonable agreement withE1
multipolarity, confirming the relative spins and parities of t
bands.

The E2 assignment for the 237-keV transition is sensi
in light of the observed isomeric behavior. The Weissko
estimate for a 237-keVE2 transition with no collective en
hancement gives a lifetime of aboutt535 ns, which is suf-
ficient for a b'2.9% recoil to traverse the target regio
With a lifetime as large ast;100 ns, on the other hand,
loss of intensity through the 1634-keV state would be
pected in the backed-target data since the Stony Brook a
uses a 50-ns Ge-signal prompt coincidence overlap; no s
loss of intensity is apparent in these data. These results
vide a rough estimate of the upper and lower limits of t
lifetime of this state.

B. 110In level scheme

High-spin states in the nucleus110In had been studied
previously by Be´raudet al. @25#. The level scheme deduce
in that work consisted primarily of three sequences of dip
transitions extending to approximately 18\. The current
study extends the110In level scheme considerably, both b
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the addition of new bands and the extension of the kno
sequences~labeled 1, 2, 3, and 8 in Fig. 3! to higher spin.
Note that bands 1 and 2 were drawn as a single band in
@25# but have been separated here to facilitate compar
with the results for108In. The 609-keVg ray in the level
scheme of Ref.@25# could not be confirmed, but the exis
tence and placement of all other transitions have been c
firmed. The relevant details of each band will be discus
below.

1. Bands 1 and 2

Band 1 consists of a sequence ofDI 51 transitions con-
necting states of negative parity, with anI p572 bandhead.
The 72 and 82 states directly feed the 71 ground state and
71 excited state at 413 keV. Band 2 also has negative pa
and, apart from the weak decay path through the 104-k
transition, exclusively feeds band 1. This work extends ba
2 by the addition of the 737- and crossover 1552-keV tr
sitions, as well as the lower-energy transitions feeding in
the top of the band.

The multipolarity of the 808-keV transition was shown
be stretchedE1 in Ref. @25#. This pure dipole transition per
mitted measurements ofRDCO for other transitions in110In.
As with 108In, however, gates on energies which have hig
detector efficiency than for 808 keV are more desirable. T
210-keVg ray is unfortunately contaminated with a stron
transition in 111In. The 544-keV transition, which is a clea
gate, has significant intensity with higher efficiency and
found to have nearly pure dipole character~see Table IV!;
this transition was, therefore, chosen to be the main D
gate. Figure 7 shows a spectrum gated on 544 keV in
backed-target data. Where possible,RDCO values generated
by gating on 544 keV were compared with values genera
by gating on 808 and 210 keV for consistency. The measu
DCO ratios confirm the spins and parities of bands 1 an
up to I p5172.

2. Band 3

Béraudet al. @25# observed band 3 between 12\ and 18\.
Their analysis included both angular-correlation and po
ization measurements of the strong 1338-keV transition c
necting band 3 to negative-parity band 1; this transition w
shown to haveE1 multipolarity. Thus, band 3 has positiv
parity. Band 3 has been extended upwards in spin by
transitions to 23\. A 186-keVg ray was also observed feed
ing out of the bottom of the band. DCO measurements c
firm the I p assignments up to 161. Crossover transitions
presumed to be ofE2 character, have been observed feed
out of the (171), (181), and (191) states. In addition to the
1338-keVg ray, 1765-, 1123-, and 1105-keVg rays were
observed to directly feed bands 1 and 2 from the 111, 131,
and 141 states of band 3, respectively. The DCO ratio of t
1123-keVg ray is consistent with pure dipole multipolarity
although the uncertainty in the measurement is large. TheE1
character assigned to this transition agrees with the assig
positive parity of band 3.
4-15
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FIG. 7. Background-subtracte
spectrum gated on the 544-ke
transition in the 110In backed-
target data. Peaks associated w
110In are labeled with their ener
gies in keV.
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3. Bands 4 and 5

The sequences labeled bands 4 and 5 in Fig. 3 have
observed for the first time in this study. Figure 8 sho
summed spectra gated on~a! 878 or 1024 keV and~b! 831 or
977 keV in bands 4 and 5, respectively. The two bands
observed to high spin and do not appear to be in coincide
with each other or the rest of the level scheme apart from
feed-out transitions near the bottom of each band. B
bands decay predominantly to band 1 via multiple pat
unambiguously determining the relative excitation energ
of bands 4 and 5. The transitions in these bands have b
ordered on the basis of their relative intensities.
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To determine the multipolarities of these new transitio
gates were placed on the 878- and 977-keV transitions
bands 4 and 5, respectively. The resultingRDCO values for
transitions with known multipolarity, namely, the 800-, 808
and 210-keVg rays associated with band 1, indicated th
the gating transitions were consistent withE2 assignments.
Using these same gates, the DCO ratios for the 1077/10
~composite!, 584-, 1024-, and 881-keV transitions in band
and the 578- and 831-keV transitions and 950/946-keV co
posite peak in band 5 were all found to be consistent withE2
multipolarity. Two points should be noted regarding the
DCO ratios. First, the 878-keV gating transition is partia
d
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FIG. 8. Background-subtracte
spectra of the summed gates o
~a! 878 or 1024 keV, and~b! 831
or 977 keV in bands 4 and 5 o
110In, respectively, from the thin-
target data. Peaks associated w
110In are labeled with their ener
gies in keV.
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contaminated by the in-band 881-keV transition, but sin
both areE2 transitions~as shown here!, this does not affect
the results of the DCO analysis. Second, the 889-keV p
for band 5 is contaminated by peaks with similar energ
from neighboring nuclei and could not be isolated for a cle
fit; this transition, however, as well as those higher in ba
4 and 5, are assumed to be ofE2 character.

The DCO ratios of the transitions feeding out of the b
tom of both bands were also measured in order to help
tablish the absolute spins and parities of the two sequen
The state at 1617 keV directly feeds the 72, 82, and 92

states of band 1, as well as the 71 ground state. The DCO
ratio for the 599-keVg ray decaying to the 92 state of band
1 rules out stretchedE2 and pureDI 50,1 dipole character
for this transition. The remaining transitions feeding out
the 1617-keV state do not provide any more conclusive e
dence for a specificI p assignment. AnI 510 assignment can
be ruled out, however, with the assumption that the 817-
1617-keVg rays are notDI 53 (M3 or E3) transitions. The
only remaining possibilities areI p582 or 92. Comparing
this nucleus with108In ~see Figs. 2 and 3!, there appear to be
strong similarities in the decay out of108In band 4 and110In
band 4. Based on these similarities, an 82 assignment is
preferred for the 1617-keV state. Band 4 is, therefore
negative-parity band with signaturea50 and an 82 band-
head. The 596- and 603-keV transitions connecting band
and 5 have DCO ratios consistent with pure stretched-dip
multipolarity; band 5 has been tentatively assigned nega
parity based on theoretical arguments discussed in Sec.
and has signaturea51 and a 9(2) bandhead.

4. Band 6

Band 6 comprises a short sequence ofg rays at low ex-
citation energy. The 714-keV transition is self-coincident a
has been placed twice in the sequence. The placement o
714-keVg ray feeding out of the 714-keV 81 state is veri-
fied by the coincidence relationships with band 1. The s
ond 714-keVg ray is coincident with the 1396-keV trans
tion directly decaying to the ground state, verifying
placement above the 1396-keV state. The 714- and 744-
g rays are ordered by intensity.

No strong coincidences between the transitions of ban
and transitions of known pure multipolarity have been o
served, thus preventing DCO analysis. The proposed
assignments are based on the assumption that if band 6
a sequence ofE2 transitions, the states of the band would
yrast and would be expected to be populated with sign
cantly more intensity than observed in these experime
These transitions have been assignedDI 51 mixed M1/E2
multipolarity.

5. Bands 7 and 9

Bands 7 and 9 have been observed for the first time in
study. Band 7 is a sequence of four transitions which dec
via multiple paths to band 1. The linking transitions betwe
bands 1 and 7 firmly establish the ordering of the lower t
transitions of band 7. The 536-keVg ray is placed above the
289-keVg ray based on their relative intensities.
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DCO ratios for the in-band transitions of band 7 are co
sistent withDI 51 mixed M1/E2 multipolarity. The uncer-
tainties in the DCO ratios for those linking transitions whi
were measured were too large to conclusively identify th
with a specific multipolarity. The proposed spins in Fig.
have been estimated using yrast arguments, and negative
ity has been tentatively assigned based on theoretical con
erations, discussed in Sec. V C.

Band 9 consists of mutually coincident 297/298-ke
~doublet!, 268-keV, and 434-keVg rays. A number of high-
energy transitions has been observed to connect band
bands 1 and 2, firmly establishing the order of the transitio
in this band. Also in coincidence with these transitions, b
not with each other, are 550- and 566-keV transitions. Th
two transitions have been placed in parallel feeding into
top of band 9, as they are both in coincidence with the hi
energy transitions feeding out of the band. The 566-keVg
ray has been assigned to be the continuation of the b
based on its larger fitted intensity in the thin-target data. T
550- and 566-keVg rays can be interchanged, howeve
without altering any interpretations.

The DCO ratios for the 297/298-keV composite pea
268-keV, and 434-keVg rays indicateDI 51 mixedM1/E2
multipolarity for each. The DCO ratios for the 550- and 56
keV g rays could not be measured, but their multipolariti
are assumed to beM1/E2 as well. The DCO ratio for the
1230-keVg ray is consistent with pureDI 51 multipolarity
~though with a large uncertainty!, but no distinction between
M1 and E1 could be made; band 9 has been tentativ
assigned negative parity based on theoretical arguments
cussed in Sec. V C.

6. Band 8

Band 8 in the current analysis confirms the correspond
sequence ofg rays and tentative spins up to 17\ observed in
Ref. @25#. In addition to the 367-keVg ray observed feeding
into theI 517 member of the band, 550- and 556-keVg rays
also feeding the same state were observed. It is unc
which, if any, of these transitions is the continuation of ba
8; the 550-keVg ray has the largest intensity, however, a
has been placed as part of the band.~The small difference in
energies for the 550- and 556-keV transitions will not notic
ably affect any conclusions drawn for this band if they a
interchanged.! The 566- and 367-keV transitions, shown
Fig. 3 feeding theI 517 states of bands 3 and 8, respective
were drawn in the level scheme of Ref.@25# as decaying out
of two separate states. In the current analysis, these
states were found to have the same energy~within errors!,
and band 8 was found to be in weak coincidence with
transitions above 18\ in band 3. Thus, the two separa
states in Ref. @25# have been drawn as the commo
I 5(18) state of band 3 in Fig. 3. Additional crosstalk b
tween these bands was observed: the 748- and 754-keV
sitions feed from band 8 to band 3 and the 147-keV tran
tion feeds from band 3 to band 8 at lower spin. The DC
ratios for the strongg rays linking bands 8 and 2, namel
the 1244- and 1318-keVg rays, are consistent with pur
stretched dipole multipolarity. The negative-parity assig
ment proposed by Be´raud et al. for band 8 has, therefore
4-17
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been tentatively changed to positive, and the crosstalk
tween bands 3 and 8 is proposed to be due to similaritie
the underlying configurations, as discussed in Secs. V
and V C.

C. DSAM analysis

The data from the backed-target experiments were so
into angle-dependentEg-Eg coincidence matrices, as de
scribed in Sec. III. Gates were placed on the ‘‘all’’ axis
each matrix at energies corresponding to fully stopped tr
sitions in or below each band of interest; the result
background-subtracted coincidence spectra for vari
angles were projected from the matrices.

In 108In, Doppler-broadened line shapes were obser
for transitions aboveI p5132 and aboveI p5151 in the
DI 51 bands 2 and 3, respectively. Band 7 has not b
extended high enough in spin to observe transitions that
hibit significant Doppler broadening. Gates near the bott
of bands 4 or 5 indicate negligible broadened line shapes
all transitions in these bands below the 1002-keV transit
from the state at 21\. The lifetimes of the states high in ban
5 must be sufficiently large such that the recoiling nucleu
~nearly! at rest before this cascade of transitions is emitt
This consequently prevents any meaningful line-shape an
sis of these band-5g rays in the current study. The ramifi
cations of the long lifetimes will be addressed in Sec. V B

In 110In, Doppler-broadened line shapes were obser
for transitions aboveI p5132 and aboveI p5141 in the
DI 51 bands 2 and 3, respectively, and aboveI p515(2) in
the DI 52 band 5. Line shapes could not be fitted for t
transitions in bands 7, 8, and 9 because of a combinatio
the following factors: the bands were not observed to h
enough spin, were too weak, and/or had highly contamina
transitions. As with band 5 in108In, band 4 does not exhibi
significant line shapes for any but the uppermost states.

For each band, background-subtracted spectra were
jected from the matrices corresponding to forward, tra
verse, and backward angles. Lifetimes of states in each b
were measured using theLINESHAPE analysis codes of Wells
and Johnson@21#. These codes were used to generate 5
Monte Carlo simulations of the velocity history of recoilin
nuclei traversing the target and backing material in ti
steps of 0.002 ps. Electronic stopping powers were ta
from the shell-corrected tabulations of Northcliffe an
Schilling @26#. The number of time steps for each history w
determined internally by the code as the time required for
kinetic energy of the simulated recoil to decrease to 0.1%
its initial value. Velocity profiles~components of recoil ve
locities in designated directions! were generated for eac
angle based on the detector geometry.

Typically, accurate values for the energies of the in-ba
transitions and side-feeding intensities would be obtai
from fits to thin-target data using the same reaction, wh
Doppler corrections can be made. Such a procedure was
lowed for the110In analysis. For the108In analysis, however
different reactions were used for the thin- and backed-ta
experiments in the interest of channel cross section. Th
two reactions may feed the high-spin states with differ
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intensities. Thus, the energies and intensities were estim
from the backed-target data for108In by the following
method: First, gates were placed below the transitions
interest, and spectra were projected from the backed-ta
symmetrizedEg-Eg matrix. Then the total counts in th
broadened peak were summed for each transition, corre
for the relative detection efficiency at that energy, and n
malized to the fitted intensity of a stopped transition lower
the sequence. These energy and intensity values were us
input parameters for the line-shape analysis.

Side feeding into each level and feeding into the topm
level of each band was initially modelled as a five-transiti
cascade with a moment of inertia fixed to be comparable
that of the in-band sequence. The quadrupole moments o
side-feeding sequences were allowed to vary; when c
bined with the moment of inertia, this acted as effective si
feeding lifetime parameters for each level. Once a reason
set of initial parameters was fitted, the side feeding w
changed to sequences ofg rays with independently variable
lifetimes instead of a single quadrupole moment for the
tire side-feeding sequence. One exception to this metho
for the fitted states in band 2 of108In which are directly fed
from band 3; for these states, the lifetimes determined for
feeding transitions were incorporated into the side-feed
lifetime, in addition to contributions from fast, unobserve
side feeding.

Starting with the topmost transition in each band, the
band and side-feeding lifetimes, background parameters,
contaminant-peak parameters were allowed to vary. For e
set of parameters, the simulated line shape was calcul
and compared to the corresponding spectrum for each a
usingx2-minimization routines originating from the program
MINUIT @27#. The forward, transverse, and backward spec
for each transition were fitted simultaneously. The best
background and stopped contaminant-peak parameters
then fixed, and the in-band and side-feeding lifetimes w
used as an effective feeding time parameter for the next le
lower in the band. Each level was added and fitted in tu
until the entire band was included in a global fit that h
independently variable lifetimes for each in-band and si
feeding level. Examples of the line-shape fits for represen
tive transitions are shown in Fig. 9. The side-feeding c
cades were typically on the order of 1–3 times faster than
in-band lifetimes. Uncertainties in the lifetime measureme
were derived from the behavior of thex2 fit in the vicinity of
the minimum and include covariance of the in-band and si
feeding lifetimes. The lifetimes of the in-band states are p
sented in Tables V and VI. Systematic errors associated w
the modeling of the stopping powers are not included in
quoted errors and may be as large as620%.

For each band,B(M1) andB(E2) values were calculated
using the relationships

B~M1!5
0.0569

Eg
3~M1!t~M1!

@mN
2 # ~2!

and
4-18
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FIG. 9. Examples of line
shapes from the108In and 110In
backed-target data. Column~a!
shows the 564-keV transition in
band 3 of108In, column~b! shows
the 566- and 573-keV transition
in band 3 of110In, and column~c!
shows the 946- and 950-keV tran
sitions in band 5 of110In. The top,
middle, and bottom rows corre
spond to forward, transverse, an
backward detectors, respectivel
The dashed vertical lines mark th
stopped position of each trans
tion. A contaminant in the spectra
~c! is marked with a ‘‘C.’’
l
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B~E2!5
0.0816

Eg
5~E2!t~E2!

@~e b!2#, ~3!

where theg-ray energiesEg are in MeV, and the partia
lifetimes of the transitionst(Ml), derived from the fitted
lifetimes of states and observed branching ratios, are in
These values have been listed in Tables V and VI. Effect
internal conversion are small in each case, but have b
included in the calculated values. The dipole transitions w
treated as havingM1 character with minimalE2 admixture
(d'0). For those states which haveE2 crossovers, the cor
respondingB(E2) values are also included in the tables.
cases where noE2 crossover was observed with the sen
tivity in these experiments, the crossover intensity was
sumed to be zero.

V. DISCUSSION

In the following discussion, band structures in both108In
and 110In that exhibit similar characteristics have be
05431
s.
of
en
re

-
s-

grouped to facilitate interpretation of those bands. Each
the bands that has been observed to high spin in these
has been compared with self-consistent TAC model@1,11#
calculations. In the calculations for the decoupled band
and 5 in both108In and 110In, the tilting angleu was found to
be fixed at 90°, in accordance with theDI 52 character of
these bands; in other words, principal axis cranking~PAC!
solutions were found using the TAC model parametrizati
For all other bands of interest (DI 51 bands!, tilted solutions
with 0°,u,90° were found.

Proton properties were calculated assuming zero pair
due to the proximity of the proton Fermi surface to theZ
550 shell gap. As a consequence of the single-particle
ture of the proton orbitals, no proton alignments are expec
to occur at low frequencies. The neutron Fermi surface
sufficiently far from theN550 closed shell to warrant usin
a quasiparticle treatment of the neutrons. Neutron pair
constants ofDn50.85 and 0.91 MeV were used for108In and
110In, respectively, calculated as 0.8 times the experime
n
t
havior
or the
ed with
TABLE V. Lifetimes of fitted states and correspondingB(M1) andB(E2) reduced transition strengths i
108In. TheB(Ml) values have been calculated using Eqs.~2! and~3!, with the lifetimes adjusted to accoun
for branching ratios and internal conversion. Uncertainties in the lifetimes were determined from the be
of x2 in the vicinity of the best-fit parameter values and were propagated through the calculation f
B(M1) andB(E2) strengths. These uncertainties do not include the systematic errors that are associat
the stopping powers, which may be as large as620%.

Band I i
p Eg,M1 (keV) I g,M1 Eg,E2 (keV) I g,E2 t (ps) B(M1)(mN

2 ) B(E2)(e b)2

2 142 335.4 62.6 1.62720.055
10.056 0.91120.030

10.032

152 527.8 31.6 864.2 2.0 0.60320.106
10.097 0.60020.083

10.129 0.01720.003
10.004

162 660.9 12.7 1189.1 1.4 0.44520.047
10.024 0.39820.020

10.046 0.00820.001
10.001

3 161 357.3 16.8 0.43220.035
10.039 2.4820.20

10.22

171 473.0 14.2 0.22420.015
10.017 2.3820.16

10.17

181 564.4 8.1 1038.8 1.3 0.15820.011
10.011 1.7120.11

10.13 0.05920.006
10.008

191 542.4 4.3 1107.7 1.0 0.05520.018
10.010 5.2220.83

12.61 0.16920.029
10.089
4-19
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TABLE VI. Lifetimes of fitted states and correspondingB(M1) andB(E2) reduced transition strength
in 110In. The B(Ml) values have been calculated using Eqs.~2! and ~3!, with the lifetimes adjusted to
account for branching ratios and internal conversion. Uncertainties in the lifetimes were determined fr
behavior ofx2 in the vicinity of the best-fit parameter values and were propagated through the calculati
theB(M1) andB(E2) strengths. These uncertainties do not include the systematic errors that are ass
with the stopping powers, which may be as large as620%.

Band I i
p Eg,M1 (keV) I g,M1 Eg,E2 (keV) I g,E2 t (ps) B(M1) (mN

2 ) B(E2) (e b)2

2 142 354.6 22.2 1.25220.036
10.035 1.00620.027

10.029

152 521.1 13.6 0.71620.042
10.052 0.55820.038

10.034

3 151 285.4 26.5 0.62720.023
10.024 3.7320.14

10.14

161 369.0 24.4 0.42820.016
10.008 2.6120.05

10.10

(171) 486.9 19.7 855.9 1.6 0.23020.026
10.035 1.9720.26

10.25 0.05820.008
10.008

(181) 565.6 13.0 1052.3 1.5 0.19620.019
10.021 1.3520.13

10.15 0.02920.003
10.004

(191) 572.9 6.2 1138.6 0.9 0.10520.013
10.009 2.5120.20

10.36 0.05120.005
10.009

5 17(2) 950.4 9.1 0.77420.083
10.105 0.13620.016

10.016

19(2) 889.1 7.8 0.55420.041
10.063 0.26520.027

10.021

21(2) 946.2 6.4 0.40320.018
10.023 0.26620.015

10.013

(232) 1072.0 4.2 0.20520.014
10.018 0.28120.023

10.021
tro
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even-odd mass difference for these nuclei. The neu
chemical potentialln was chosen in each case such that
v50, the particle numbers ofN'59 and 61 were repro
duced for 108In and 110In, respectively. The coupling con
stant k for the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction used
these calculations was taken from Ref.@2# to be k
50.036 MeV/a2, wherea51.011A1/3 fm2.

In the calculations for all configurations of neutrons a
protons, the deformation parameters«2 and g were chosen
~to within 0.01 and 5°, respectively! such that the total en
ergy of the nucleus in the intrinsic frame was minimized ov
the rotational frequency range of interest. These parame
and configurations are tabulated in Table VII. The lowe
05431
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energy neutron orbitals involved in alignments and so
configurations are labeled with the following letter schem
A,B, . . . represent the positive-parity orbitals andE,F, . . .
represent the negative-parity orbitals, in order of increas
energy.

One note should be made about the TAC calculatio
TAC is an approximate, static model which treats sing
particle angular momenta as if they have good projections
both the axis of symmetry of the nuclear shape and the
perpendicular to the symmetry axis. This approximation d
not account for the quantum-mechanical fluctuations of
angular momentum vectors involved. When the lengths
these vectors are small, the fluctuations may have a sig
listed in

TABLE VII. Summary of proposed configurations in108In and 110In. The equilibrium deformation pa-

rameters indicated in columns 3 and 5 were determined at the representative rotational frequencies
columns 4 and 6.

108In 110In
Band Configuration «2 , g v (MeV/\) «2 , g v (MeV/\)

1 p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@h11/2# 0.11, 10° 0.25 0.11, 10° 0.25

2 p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

2h11/2# 0.09, 15° 0.40 0.08, 10° 0.40
3a p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)
2# 0.12, 10° 0.40 0.11, 10° 0.40

3b p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

3(h11/2)
2# 0.06, 15° 0.60 0.08, 20° 0.60

4a p@(g9/2)
22d5/2# ^ n@h11/2# 0.20, 0° 0.40 0.18, –10° 0.30

4b p@(g9/2)
22d5/2# ^ n@(h11/2)

3# 0.17, –5° 0.55
5a p@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@h11/2# 0.17, 5° 0.25 0.20, 0° 0.20
5b p@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@(h11/2)
3# 0.18, 5° 0.50 0.18, 5° 0.60

6a p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@g7/2#

6b p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

3#

7 p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

2h11/2# (ABF) 0.08, 0° 0.40
8c p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)
2# (BEF) 0.12, 10° 0.35

9c p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(h11/2)

3# 0.13, 5° 0.40

aBelow alignment.
bAbove alignment.
cConfiguration assigned in110In only.
4-20
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cant effect on the calculated quantities. TAC is expected
work better for cases with largej vectors@11#.

A. MR bands in 108,110In

1. 108,110In bands 1 and 2

The observed spinsI of the negative-parityDI 51 bands 1
and 2 of 108,110In are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function o
rotational frequencyv, where \v(I )5Ex(I )2Ex(I 21).
Note that in both cases, the strongM1 transitions connecting
bands 1 and 2, at 349 and 422 keV for108In and 110In,
respectively, have been included on Fig. 10, and bands 1
2 have been drawn as a continuous sequence. For com
son,I (v) for band 10 in an110In isotone,109Cd ~as labeled
in Refs. @2,28#!, is also shown. This band in109Cd was in-
terpreted as being based on the configurati
p@(g9/2)

22#81 ^ n@h11/2#, with the observed large backben
attributed to the alignment of the first pair of positive-pari
g7/2/d5/2 neutrons, theAB alignment@2#. It is clear from Fig.
10 that all three bands show very similar behavior, includi
the frequencies of the observed alignments and the co
sponding gains in spin.~The difference in spin between
109Cd band 10 and the bands in the indium isotopes would
a consequence of the additional spin contribution from t
second proton hole present for109Cd.! The bands in108,110In
have, therefore, been interpreted as based on
p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@h11/2# configuration for band 1 and
p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)
2h11/2# for band 2. The assign-

ments for band 1 in both nuclei agree with the assignme
made in previous studies@22,25#.

The experimental data for these bands have been c
pared with TAC calculations for the configurations discuss
in the previous paragraph. The equilibrium deformation p
rameters were determined at representative frequencies
bands 1 and 2 in both isotopes and are included in Table V
The corresponding calculatedI (v) curves are shown in Fig.
11~a! for 108In and Fig. 11~b! for 110In.

In both plots, the excellent agreement between experim
and theory for band 2 is apparent. The backbend obser

FIG. 10. Angular momentum as a function of rotation
frequency for bands 1 and 2 in108In and 110In and band 10 in
109Cd @2#.
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for the last point in both isotopes would correspond to
crossing with another configuration, but since the extens
of this sequence falls beyond the limits of the experimen
sensitivity in this analysis, no calculations were performed
attempt to reproduce this crossing.

The calculations for band 1 in either isotope are not
successful at reproducing the data as the calculations
band 2. This is likely because the static approximation u
by TAC becomes more appropriate with the inclusion o
larger number of active particles and, hence, larger spin v
tors. This may explain why the calculatedI (v) is improved
above the alignment, in band 2.

The B(M1) strengths calculated from the fitted lifetime
of states for108In band 2 are plotted as a function of fre
quency in Fig. 12~a!. Also shown are theB(M1) strengths
predicted by the TAC calculations for thep@(g9/2)

21#
^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

2h11/2# configuration. For this and all othe
TAC calculations, the intrinsicg factor used wasgs,e f f
5 f gs , where the spin attenuation factorf was taken to be
0.6 to roughly reproduce the experimentally observedg fac-
tors in this mass region@29#.

Although the data for band 2 do not appear to show
particularly dramatic decrease inB(M1) magnitude in Fig.
12~a!, they do decrease by a factor of 2 over the measu
range. The TAC calculation for this configuration approx

FIG. 11. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for bands 1 and 2 in~a! 108In and ~b! 110In in comparison
with the corresponding TAC calculations for the assigned confi
rations ~see Table VII!. Note that theg7/2 labels in the figure are
shorthand for mixedg7/2/d5/2.
4-21
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mately reproduces the correct magnitude and slope of
data. TheB(M1) values were also calculated using t
Dönau-Frauendorf fixed-K formalism@12#. The dashed curve
shown in Fig. 12~a! was calculated assuming pureg7/2 char-
acter for the positive-parity neutrons; including somed5/2
admixture can have the effect of increasing the magnitud
the curve by up to about 35%. It is clear from the plot th
the TAC calculation better describes theB(M1) behavior
than does the Do¨nau-Frauendorf estimate.

In band 2 of 110In, only the 355-, 521-, and 815-keV
transitions were sufficiently shifted and uncontaminated
perform a line-shape fit. Unfortunately, the topmost fitt
state can be used only as an effective feeding lifetime for
lower states. Hence, only two transitions in this band have
associated deducedB(M1) value~see Table VI!; these val-
ues have been plotted in Fig. 12~b!. While these data for
band 2 may not fully illustrate the behavior of theB(M1)
strength throughout the entire band, they at least can be
to compare the relative magnitudes with the measured va
for band 3 ~discussed below!. As for 108In, the TAC and
Dönau-Frauendorf predictions are plotted in Fig. 12~b!. The
TAC curve approximately reproduces the magnitude of
data, though with a shallower slope. TAC has significan
better agreement with the data than the Do¨nau-Frauendorf
estimate, however. Note that, as before, the Do¨nau-

FIG. 12. ReducedM1 transition strengthB(M1) as a function
of rotational frequency for bands 2 and 3 in~a! 108In and~b! 110In.
The data points have been deduced from the fitted lifetimes~see
Tables V and VI!. Calculations using both TAC and the Do¨nau-
Frauendorf fixed-K formalism ~D-F! are shown for comparison
The configurations are given in Table VII.
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Frauendorf calculation shown involvesg7/2 character for the
positive-parity neutrons, and inclusion ofd5/2 admixture in-
creases the magnitude even further.

In addition to arguments based onI (v) and B(M1)
strength, the deducedB(E2) strength for crossoverE2 tran-
sitions can also be used to compare with shears predicti
The values for the transitions in band 2 of108In ~see Table V!
are consistent with small deformations, comparable to th
predicted by the TAC calculations for this configuratio
Taking the deducedB(E2) for the 528-keV transition and
J (2)57.5\2 MeV21 for the 152 state yields aJ (2)/B(E2)
ratio of about 450\2 MeV21 (e b)22. This ratio is typically
closer to 10\2 MeV21 (e b)22 in nuclei described by the
collective model. Hence, the shears interpretation based
the B(M1) behavior for band 2 in108In is further supported
by the largeJ (2)/B(E2) ratio, suggesting there is a signifi
cantly larger contribution to the angular momentum from t
valence high-j particles than if the band arose solely fro
collective rotation. No crossoverE2 transitions were ob-
served for the fitted levels in band 2 in110In, but this, too,
indicates a smallE2 branching ratio and a corresponding
largeJ (2)/B(E2) ratio.

2. 108,110In band 3

Band 3 in both108In and 110In has been previously as
signed positive parity via polarization measurements@24,25#.
In Fig. 13, the spins in these two bands are plotted a
function of rotational frequency. The observed values for
positive-parity band 11 in109Cd, anN561 isotone~taken
from Ref. @2#!, are also plotted for comparison. The gene
features for all three bands are similar: at low frequenc
the I (v) curves are about the same, apart from an offse
spin due to the presence of the additional proton hole
cadmium. All of these bands exhibit a high-frequency (v
.0.5 MeV/\) alignment. This band in109Cd was shown to
have the neutron configurationn@(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)

2#, with
the upbend attributed to theBC alignment@2,28#. The dif-
ferent appearance~sharpness! of this alignment in the isotone

FIG. 13. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for band 3 in108In and 110In and band 11 in109Cd @2#.
4-22
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110In, as well as the lower alignment frequency, can m
likely be attributed to a difference in the pairingDn . In
addition, with different proton configurations in indium an
cadmium, the equilibrium tilted cranking angleu is expected
to differ, and it was found in Ref.@2# that the alignment
frequencies of the positive-parity orbitals are sensit
to the value ofu. The similarity of these bands sugges
that band 3 in 108In and 110In are based on the
p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)
2# configuration, which

becomesp@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

3(h11/2)
2# after theBC

alignment.
The experimental data for band 3 in both isotopes h

been compared with TAC calculations for the above confi
rations. The equilibrium deformation parameters were de
mined at representative frequencies both above and be
the alignments in each band and are included in Table
The calculatedI (v) curves are shown in Figs. 14~a! and
14~b! in comparison with the experimental values. There
very good agreement between the data and TAC calculat
for low frequencies, particularly for108In. In both cases, the
theory overestimates the spin by~1–2)\ above the align-
ments. This disagreement seems to be a systematic pro
of the (g7/2/d5/2)

3(h11/2)
2 neutron configuration, as the ove

estimated spin appears in108In, 110In, and 109Cd. Whether
this is a general difficulty related to the TAC calculations

FIG. 14. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for band 3 in~a! 108In and~b! 110In in comparison with the
corresponding TAC calculations for the assigned configurations~see
Table VII!. Note that theg7/2 labels in the figure are shorthand fo
mixed g7/2/d5/2.
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high frequencies, such as the treatment of pairing, or a m
specific problem with the abundance of comparatively lowj ,
mid-V g7/2/d5/2 neutrons~as opposed toh11/2 neutrons! that
are active above the alignment is unclear. So far, TAC c
culations in the high-frequency region have not been w
explored, in part due to a shortage of available data for co
parison. The pair correlations are expected to diminish w
larger numbers of excited quasiparticles, whereas for th
calculations the pairing parameter was kept fixed. On
other hand, the (g7/2/d5/2)

3 neutron configurations propose
for band 6 in108In and 110In, discussed in Sec. V D, are als
not successfully reproduced with the TAC calculations, s
gesting that the configuration may be a significant factor.

The B(M1) transition rates deduced from the lifetim
data for band 3 are plotted in Fig. 12~a! for 108In and Fig.
12~b! for 110In. The TAC calculations reproduce the relativ
B(M1) magnitudes of bands 2 and 3 in both108In and 110In.
Furthermore, band 3 in both isotopes exhibits a decreas
B(M1) magnitude with increasing spin, as expected fo
shears band. The Do¨nau-Frauendorf estimates for theB(M1)
strengths for band 3 in both isotopes are also indicated by
dash-double-dotted lines in the figures. It is clear that
TAC calculations are in considerably better agreement w
the data than are the Do¨nau-Frauendorf estimates. It shou
be noted that the upturn in the measuredB(M1) strengths
occurs for the transition that is close to the alignment in e
band. The behavior of theB(M1) strength across alignmen
in a shears band was quantitatively studied for the first ti
for the case of197Pb @30#. Increases inB(M1) strength were
observed at each alignment, which can be attributed to
following process: theB(M1) values decrease up to the o
served alignment; when the pair of nucleons align, a n
shears with longer blades forms, which results in larg
B(M1) strength; finally, these longer blades close as bef
and theB(M1) strength again decreases with spin.

The deducedB(E2) strengths of the observedE2 cross-
over transitions are listed in Table VI. The correspondi
J (2)/B(E2) ratios for states below the alignments in bo
bands range between 150 and 450\2 MeV21 (e b)22, fur-
ther supporting the shears interpretation for these bands

B. AMR bands in 108,110In

In the indium isotopes, many of the bands observed
high spins are based on one intrinsic, high-V g9/2 proton
hole. The small signature splitting associated with this orb
results inDI 51 bands such as those discussed in the p
ceding sections. The presence of decoupled bands, how
must involve low-V proton orbitals which have large signa
ture splitting. These orbitals are occupied via one-partic
one-hole~1p-1h! proton excitations from theg9/2 orbital to
one of the orbitals above theZ550 shell gap, namely,pg7/2,
pd5/2, or ph11/2. In order to determine the probable co
figurations of the observed bands in108In and 110In, argu-
ments based on systematics of the neighboring indium
topes have been applied. In addition, PAC calculations~TAC
calculations in which the tilting angle was found to beu
590°) have been performed to help support these ar
ments. The pair ofg9/2 proton holes will be explicitly stated
4-23
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in each configuration because of their prominent role in
generation of angular momentum in AMR bands@see Fig.
1~b!#.

Little is known about theDI 52 bands in the odd-oddA
'110 indium isotopes; only one such band in108In has been
published prior to the current study@24#. Based on standard
cranked shell model calculations, Ref.@24# concluded that
the DI 52 band in108In exhibits theFG neutron alignment,
thereby indicating there is an oddh11/2 neutron in the con-
figuration, and has deformation parametersb250.20, b4

50.0, andg50°; no discussion was given regarding t
proton configuration for this band. As was noted in S
IV A 4, however, the placement of theg rays and the pro-
posed spins for this band in Ref.@24# have been changed i
the current analysis. This change potentially alters the in
pretation.

Despite the absence ofDI 52 band systematics for th
odd-odd isotopes, interpretations can still be made with
of the systematics of the neighboring odd-A indium isotopes.
In Refs. @8,9#, an extensive analysis of107,109,111,113In was
performed. One feature that is apparent from that analys
that DI 52 bands based on apg7/2 orbital were observed in
each isotope, whereas bands based on aph11/2 orbital were
typically not observed down to the bandhead~as in 111,113In)
or were not observed at all~as in 107,109In), because theh11/2
proton orbital is expected to become significantly nonyras
low rotational frequencies. The angular momenta for band
and 5 in108In and 110In are plotted as a function of rotationa
frequency in Fig. 15~a!. For direct comparison with the re
sults of the theoretical calculations forDI 52 bands, the an-
gular momentum is defined1 as I 85I 2 1

2 and the rotational
frequency is defined as\v(I 8)5 1

2 Eg(I ), whereI is the spin
of the observed state@11#. Shown in Fig. 15~b! are the angu-
lar momenta for two of theDI 52 bands observed in109In
~data taken from Ref.@8#!. The band drawn with a dashe
line in Fig. 15~b! ~labeled band 2 in Ref.@8#! was proposed
to have thepg7/2 configuration at the bandhead and is e
pected to exhibit anEF neutron alignment. The other ban
from 109In ~band 9 in Ref.@8#! was proposed to involve, in
addition to a positive-parity proton, the broken-pair neutr
configurationn@(g7/2/d5/2)h11/2#; this blocks theEF align-
ment, makingFG the first allowed alignment.~Note that the
occurrence of any low-frequency proton alignments in th
nuclei is unlikely, and the positive-parity neutron alignmen
occur at frequencies of about 0.55 MeV/\ or greater at de-
formations«2 around 0.15 to 0.20. Thus, only theEF or FG
neutron alignment is expected.! As indicated in Fig. 15, the
alignment frequencies for bothDI 52 bands in 110In are
found to be very close to that observed for band 9
109In (FG alignment!. The gain in spin across the alignme
for these two bands, about~7–8)\ for each, agrees with the
observed increase in the109In band 9 and is consistent wit

1The average spin is I av5
1
2 @ I 1(I 22)#5I 21, and I 8

5A(I av)(I av11)5A(I 21)(I ); this is approximated asI 8'I 2
1
2 ,

which differs from the exact expression by at most 0.2% foI
.7\.
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the expectation for theFG alignment. Additionally, each of
these bands is observed to feed preferentially into
p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@h11/2# band ~band 1!. These observations
suggest that both bands 4 and 5 in110In contain an odd
number ofh11/2 neutrons in their configurations.

The proton assignment for these bands can also be
duced from the level schemes. Band 4 in110In was found to
havea50 signature, whereas band 5 hasa51 ~see Fig. 3!.
Signature is an additive quantum number, and since the
ergetically favoredh11/2 neutron hasa521/2, band 4 must
involve a proton witha511/2 and band 5 a proton with
a521/2. Of the low-V proton orbitals close to the Ferm
surface, only thed5/2 orbital has the appropriate signature f
band 4, whereas eitherg7/2 or h11/2 is possible for band 5. As
was noted above, however,pg7/2 DI 52 bands were ob-
served in all of the neighboring odd-A indium isotopes, as
g7/2 is energetically favored overh11/2 at low rotational fre-
quencies. Also, the bandhead spin for thep@(g9/2)

22h11/2#
^ n@h11/2# configuration should beI 511, whereas band 5 is
observed down to spinI 59. Hence, the configurations as
signed to these bands arep@(g9/2)

22d5/2# ^ n@h11/2# for band
4 and p@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@h11/2# for band 5, with theFG
neutron alignment occurring in both.~The distinction be-
tween the two proton orbitals may not be so clear, howe

FIG. 15. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for~a! the DI 52 bands 4 and 5 in108In and 110In and ~b!
DI 52 bands 2 (p@g7/2#) and 9 „p@g7/2# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)h11/2#… in
109In ~data taken from Ref.@8#!. The dashed vertical lines mark th
EF andFG neutron alignments in the bands in109In.
4-24
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as there are possible admixtures between them.! Bands built
on these configurations would be expected to have an 82 and
92 bandhead, respectively, consistent with the deduced l
scheme.

There is no alignment in band 4 of108In over the range of
spins observed in this study, thus preventing a compariso
alignment frequencies with the odd-A neighbors. Similarities
in signature, proposed parity, decay, andI 8(v) between this
band and band 4 in110In below the alignment, however
suggest the configurationp@(g9/2)

22d5/2# ^ n@h11/2# for band
4 in 108In. This configuration is consistent with the fact th
there is no alignment below the maximum observed f
quency in this band@refer to Fig. 15~a!# and with the ob-
served bandhead spin.

The interpretation for band 5 in108In is not as apparent a
the otherDI 52 bands discussed thus far. This band appe
to have an alignment with a large interaction strength a
frequency in between theEF andFG alignment frequencies
in 109In. TheI 8(v) curve for this band more closely match
that of band 4 in110In than band 5, although they have di
ferent values of signature quantum number. Band 5 in110In
has measurable line shapes, whereas band 5 in108In has none
except at the highest observed spins. These observations
gest that band 5 in108In may be based on a different con
figuration than that of band 5 in110In, which has been as
signed p@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@(h11/2)
3# above the alignment

The next lowest energetically favored configuration assi
ment appropriate for this band in108In is the
p@(g9/2)

22d5/2# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)
2# configuration. Note

that this configuration has positive parity, but this is s
consistent with the pure-dipole multipolarity of the 827-ke
transition connecting bands 4 and 5.

Cranking calculations were performed for both t
p@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@h11/2# and p@(g9/2)
22d5/2#

^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)# configurations in 108In and followed
through theFG and EF neutron alignments, respectivel
The calculatedI 8(v) curves are plotted in comparison wit
band 5 in Fig. 16~a!. Thep@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@h11/2# calcula-
tion successfully reproduces the observed alignment
quency (FG) and interaction strength, whereas for t
p@(g9/2)

22d5/2# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)# calculation, the predicted
alignment,EF, falls about 0.15 MeV/\ lower in frequency
than the observed alignment. Hence, band 5 has been
signed thep@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@h11/2# configuration, which
becomesp@(g9/2)

22g7/2# ^ n@(h11/2)
3# above the alignment

The reason for the~1–2)\ discrepancy in predicted spins fo
this band is unclear, but overall other configurations are
compatible with the observed properties. The absence of
shapes may be a consequence of longer-lived in-band st
indicating smaller deformation than for the correspond
band in 110In, or slower side feeding into this band.

Calculations were also performed for comparison with
otherDI 52 bands in both isotopes~refer to Table VII!; band
4 of 108In is shown in Fig. 16~a! and bands 4 and 5 of110In
are shown in Fig. 16~b!. Three of the one-quasineutron ca
culations~band 4 in108In and below the alignments in band
4 and 5 in 110In) are about~2–4)\ higher in spin than the
corresponding data. Above theFG alignment in both bands
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in 110In, the calculations for the three-quasineutron config
rations are found to successfully reproduce the data to wi
1\. Similar behavior was observed in theDI 52 band 5 in
109Cd @2#, which has a configuration differing from those
the indium isotopes by ad5/2 or g7/2 proton. This is probably
an effect similar to that discussed in Sec. V A 1 for band
and 2, where the TAC calculations are in better agreem
with the data for configurations that have a larger numbe
valence particles. Unlike the otherDI 52 bands, the calcu-
lations for the lower part of band 5 in108In slightly under-
estimate the spin, but no strong conclusions should be dr
based on the sole state observed below the alignment. O
all, these calculations further support the proposed confi
ration assignments.

TheB(E2) strengths for the transitions in band 5 in110In
for which lifetimes were measured~see Table VI! have been
plotted in Fig. 17. Also shown are theB(E2) values pre-
dicted by the cranking calculations for the correspond
configuration. The quadrupole deformation was found to
«2'0.18 over the frequency range of the experimental d
At frequenciesv.0.70 MeV/\, the calculated deformation
becomes distinctly smaller, as do theB(E2) values, but
more sensitive lifetime data would be required in order
confirm this predicted effect. Note that the point atv
50.475 MeV/\ (Eg5950 keV) in Fig. 17 is at the align-

FIG. 16. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for bands 4 and 5 in~a! 108In and ~b! 110In in comparison
with the corresponding PAC calculations for the assigned confi
rations~see Table VII!. See Sec. V B regarding the two calculatio
for band 5 in108In. The notationn@h11/21FG# in the legends indi-
cates that the calculations involvingn@h11/2# were continued above
the FG alignment and are drawn with a common line style.
4-25
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C. J. CHIARAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 054314
ment and is expected to show anomalous behavior du
admixtures between the two crossing configurations. Ap
from this point, the rest of the measuredB(E2) strengths
have approximately the same magnitude, about 0.035 (e b)2

larger than the calculated values. By increasing«2 or de-
creasingg slightly, by about one grid point in the calcula
tions ~0.01 and 5°, respectively!, these measured values ca
be reproduced by the theory.

Taking J (2)519.2\2 MeV21 and 70.2\2 MeV21 at the
top of the band and just above the backbend in band 5
spectively, and the experimentalB(E2) strength as approxi
mately 0.265 (e b)2 throughout, yieldsJ (2)/B(E2) ratios
that vary between 72\2 MeV21 and 265\2 MeV21 (e b)22.
This range of values is about an order of magnitude lar
than values expected for a typical deformed rotational b
@;10\2 MeV21 (e b)22 @11# #. Thus, this band satisfies on
of the criteria for an AMR interpretation, although a decre
ing B(E2) strength needs to be demonstrated for a m
conclusive interpretation.

Band 4 in 110In and bands 4 and 5 in108In did not exhibit
sufficiently shifted line shapes to allow any lifetimes to
measured. These bands may be good candidates for A
Lower limits can be placed on the lifetimes of states in ea
band by estimating, for the topmost measurable transit
the maximum Doppler shift possible that would fall belo
the experimental sensitivity in this analysis. To accompl
this, the quadrupole moments of the in-band transitions w
all assumed to be equal, and the side-feeding quadru
moments were set such that the corresponding side-fee
lifetimes were about 20% faster than the in-band transitio
as was the case for band 5 in110In. The quadrupole moment
were then scaled until a distinct shifted line shape was p
dicted by theLINESHAPE simulations for the 904-~937-! keV
transition in 108In (110In) that was not apparent in the da
spectra. Using this rough approach, the lifetime lower lim
were determined to bet(904).1.2 ps andt(937).1.1 ps.
These values correspond toB(E2),0.09 (e b)2 for 108In

FIG. 17. ReducedE2 transition strengthB(E2) as a function of
rotational frequency for band 5 in110In. The data points have bee
deduced from the fitted lifetimes~see Table VI!. The predicted
B(E2) values for the given configuration are also shown for co
parison.
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band 5 andB(E2),0.10 (e b)2 for 110In band 4, indicating
small deformation in both bands. Note that if the sid
feeding lifetimes were scaled to be significantly faster th
the in-band lifetimes, this would result in an overall increa
in the in-band lifetimes and decrease theB(E2) strengths
further; thus, the limits quoted here are still valid. Th
dynamic moments of inertia immediately above t
alignments in the two bands areJ (2)580.0\2 MeV21 and
71.4\2 MeV21, decreasing to 22.6\2 MeV21 and
18.1\2 MeV21, for 108In band 5 and110In band 4, respec-
tively. The corresponding lower limits on theJ (2)/B(E2)
ratios for the two bands are, therefore,J (2)/B(E2)
.251\2 MeV21 and 181\2 MeV21 (e b)22, both of which
are significantly higher than values expected for typical we
deformed rotational bands. For both bands, th
J (2)/B(E2) limits and the similar appearance of theI 8(v)
curves in Fig. 15~a! to those of deformed rotational bands a
characteristic properties of AMR bands. On the other ha
the predicted deformations, given in Table VII, correspond
B(E2) values of approximately 0.23 (e b)2 for both pro-
posed configurations, which are considerably larger than
estimated values for these bands. If the side feeding
these bands is slow, contrary to the above assumption,
may explain the observed discrepancy; however, this can
be sufficiently tested in the current analysis.

C. Configuration assignments for otherDIÄ1 bands
in 108,110In

The dipole band 7 in108In and bands 7, 8, and 9 in110In
are not as well developed as those discussed in Sec.
hence making detailed interpretations more difficult. Qua
tative comparisons with theoretical calculations can still
made, however, indicating possible configuration assi
ments for these bands.

The angular momentum as a function of rotational f
quency for all four bands are plotted in Fig. 18, along w
110In band 3, for comparison. Bands 8 and 9 in110In fall
fairly close together in spin to band 3, which suggests t
the orbitals involved in each configuration provide a simi
amount of angular momentum. This is also apparent from
Routhians of these bands, plotted in Fig. 19~a!; the slopes of
bands 3, 8, and 9@2dE8(v)/dv5I # are nearly the same
The apparent similarities among these bands suggest tha
are based on three-quasineutron configurations, since on
five-quasineutron configurations would not so closely ma
either the spins or energies observed in these bands. The
likely three-quasineutron configurations not yet conside
for 110In are (h11/2)

3 and configurations involving unfavore
g7/2/d5/2 or h11/2 orbitals. Consequently, TAC calculation
were performed for the neutron configuratio
(h11/2)

3 (EFG), @(g7/2/d5/2)
2h11/2# with unfavored

h11/2 (ABF), and @(g7/2/d5/2)(h11/2)
2# with unfavored

g7/2/d5/2 (BEF). All three calculations were fully optimized
with respect to«2 and g ~see Table VII!. The calculated
Routhians for these configurations are plotted in Fig. 19~b!
~note that there is an arbitrary energy offset!. The approxi-
mately equal spacing of the Routhians of bands 3, 8, and
not reproduced, but the relative ordering of the bands co
pared with the calculations suggests the following corresp

-
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SPECTROSCOPY IN THEZ549 108,110In . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 054314
dence:AEF with band 3~as was discussed in Sec. V A 2!,
BEF with band 8, andEFG with band 9. These assignmen
are consistent with the proposed parities for each ba
Moreover, as pointed out in Sec. IV B 6, the transitions b

FIG. 18. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for band 7 in108In and bands 3, 7, 8, and 9 in110In.

FIG. 19. ~a! Experimental Routhians of bands 3, 7, 8, and 9
110In. ~b! Theoretical Routhians calculated with TAC for select co
figurations in 110In. Note that there is no energy reference su
tracted from the experimental values, as the TAC calculations
core contributions into account. The TAC Routhians have an a
trary energy offset, but the relative energies are fixed.
05431
d.
-
tween bands 3 and 8 are explained by the similarity in
underlying configurations of these bands, which differ on
by the favored or unfavored positive-parity neutron orbit
The remaining band 7 and configurationABF also qualita-
tively agree; their Routhians have shallower slopes than
other Routhians shown in Fig. 19, becoming least yrast of
the bands or configurations considered here at higher r
tional frequencies. Thus, band 7 has been assigned theABF
configuration.

The calculatedI (v) for the configurations assigned t
bands 7, 8, and 9 in110In are shown in comparison with th
experimental results in Fig. 20. Band 7 and its correspond
configurationABF, plotted with dot-dashed lines, are bo
lower in spin than the other curves in this figure, as w
apparent from the slopes of the Routhians. Both curves h
the same slope above the experimental alignment~which is
attributed to theAB crossing!, further supporting this con-
figuration assignment. Band 8 and theBEF configuration,
plotted with dashed lines, agree to within 1\ up to the align-
ment. Both begin to upbend atv.0.45 MeV/\; this is at-
tributed to theAD alignment, since all lower-frequenc
alignments are blocked. The gradual increase in spin
band 8 at the alignment is not duplicated by the theory. T
could indicate that the interaction strength is not prope
reproduced for this alignment. It is also possible that neit
the 550- or 556-keV transitions associated with band 8
the extension of this band. The proper~unobserved! exten-
sion of band 8 may indicate a significantly sharper alig
ment. The correspondence between the two remain
curves, for band 9 and configurationEFG, plotted with solid
lines, is perhaps more questionable than the other two ca
The alignment atv'0.3 MeV/\ in band 9 has been assoc
ated with theFG neutron alignment, though the frequenc
appears to be lower than the expectedFG alignment fre-
quency at this deformation. The magnitude of the spins
band 9 are approximately reproduced, but the slope of
theoretical curve is too steep. The alignment seen in the
culation atv.0.45 MeV/\ is due to theAB crossing.~The

-
-
e
i-

FIG. 20. Angular momentum as a function of rotational fr
quency for bands 7, 8, and 9 in110In in comparison with the cor-
responding TAC calculations for the assigned configurations~see
Table VII!.
4-27
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C. J. CHIARAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 054314
presence of the aforementionedAD alignment at a lower
frequency than thisAB alignment and the large shift in fre
quency relative to theAB alignment in band 7 is possibl
when the differences in equilibrium deformation and tiltin
angle are taken into account.! This alignment is not apparen
in the data for band 9, but this is possibly because the b
was not observed to high enough spin.

An alternate assignment is possible for bands 8 and 9
interchanging their assigned configurations.~Although the
configurations have opposite parities, bands 8 and 9 h
only tentatively assigned parities.! This new configuration
assignment is more consistent with the observed alignm
in both bands, but does not reproduce the relative orde
the Routhians shown in Fig. 19 or explain the crosstalk
tween bands 3 and 8. Thus, the original assignment is
ferred.

Band 7 in 108In is even less developed than the oth
bands discussed in this section. Considering the close s
larities between the observed bands in108In and 110In dis-
cussed so far, it is reasonable to assume that this band
also have a counterpart in110In. Judging by the magnitude o
the spins of band 7~see Fig. 18!, the obvious choice is ban
7 of 110In, namely, theABF configuration.

No lifetime measurements were performed for any of
bands discussed in this section. In general, the seque
were too weak and consisted of too few transitions to
serve more than one clean, fittable Doppler-shifted transi
in each band.

D. Low-spin states in 108,110In

Although this work concentrates on the high-spin state
108In and 110In which exhibit rotational-like properties, a few
comments can be made regarding the properties of the
spin positive-parity states common to both isotopes. B
108In and 110In have a 71 ground state as well as excite
states ranging fromI p571 to 91 ~in band 6 of 108In) and
71 to (111) ~in band 6 of 110In). The low-spin parts of the
108In and 110In level schemes have been studied by Krasz
horkay et al. @31,32#. In those analyses, the experimenta
established low-spin states were compared with interac
boson-fermion-fermion model~IBFFM! calculations in an
effort to identify underlying configurations. Calculations f
both nuclei predicted that the excitation energies of the 21 –
71 states of thep@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@d5/2# multiplet form an ap-
proximate concave-down parabola at low excitation ene
This is illustrated for108In in Fig. 21~a!.

The 11 –81 states of thep@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@g7/2# multiplet

are expected at higher excitation energies. This latter mu
let was shown to exhibit deviations from a parabolic rule
the indium isotopes as the mass decreases from112In down
to 106In ~see Ref.@32# and references therein!. The concave-
down parabola at higher neutron numbers, where theg7/2
neutron has holelike character, is predicted to become
shape, as shown in the left half of Fig. 21~b!, and then be-
come a concave-up parabola at lower neutron numbers a
neutron Fermi level occupiesg7/2 orbitals which have a
greater particle-like character. This behavior is sensitive
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the boson-quasineutron interaction strength and Fermi le
and is a general characteristic of IBFFM calculations@32,33#.

The level scheme deduced for108In in @31# does not in-
clude any experimental counterparts to the predicted 61, 71,
or 81 states of thep@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@g7/2# multiplet, leaving
the higher-spin portion of the predicted W shape unc
firmed. In the current analysis, excited 71 and 81 states
were observed at 150 and 808 keV, respectively, which co
represent two of the missing states of this multiplet.~No 61

state was identified in this work. In Ref.@31#, the 598-keV
state was assignedI p551, but a 61 assignment was no
completely ruled out.! The 71 state is about 200 keV lowe
than the predicted state, but the 81 excitation energy is re-
produced almost exactly. Associating these and the pr
ously observed 11 –51 states with the p@(g9/2)

21#
^ n@g7/2# configuration confirms the general features of th
multiplet in 108In, as indicated in Fig. 21~b!. The excited 71

and 81 states in 110In ~at 413 and 714 keV, respectively!
confirmed the distorted parabolic shape in that nucleus@32#.

The states in band 6 in110In are seen up to (111). Since
the most angular momentum that can be generated solel
thep@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@g7/2# configuration is 8\, more particles
must be involved in the configuration of band 6. A config
ration of p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)
3# is proposed for band

6 in 110In and, analogously, to band 6 in108In. This assign-
ment is supported by comparison with band 14 in109Cd
@2,28#, which is also a short sequence of;650- to 750-keV
M1/E2 transitions. This band in109Cd was assigned the

FIG. 21. IBFFM predictions and observed states for the~a!
p@(g9/2)

21# ^ n@d5/2# and ~b! p@(g9/2)
21# ^ n@g7/2# multiplets in

108In. The theoretical values have been estimated from Fig. 9
Ref. @31#. Experimental data in~a! and forI<5 in ~b! are also taken
from Ref. @31#.
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p@(g9/2)
22# ^ n@g7/2/d5/2# configuration at the bandhea

@28# and was observed to have a backbend@2#, which can be
attributed to the alignment of the first allowed pair
positive-parity neutrons (BC), leading to thep@(g9/2)

22#
^ n@(g7/2/d5/2)

3# configuration.2 Also, in 110In there is unre-
solved feeding from band 3 to band 6, which may be sim
to the feeding from band 11 to band 14 in109Cd. ~The simi-
larity between109Cd band 11 and110In band 3 is discussed
in Sec. V A 2.! Band 6 in 108In and 110In, therefore, only
differ from the configuration of band 14 in109Cd by the
addition of ag9/2 proton. TAC calculations for this band i
both of the indium isotopes indicate that stable shears s
tions do not exist for this configuration, that is, the cranki
axis is not tilted with respect to the principal axes of t
nucleus. Part of the explanation for this is likely because
g7/2/d5/2 neutrons that are occupied in this configuration
nearing the mid- to high-V region of the subshells, which d
not couple perpendicularly to the high-V proton angular mo-
mentum vector. In addition, these positive-parity neutro
contribute less angular momentum than neutrons inh11/2 or-
bitals. High-j orbitals such as theh11/2 orbitals are typically
required to generate the shears mechanism@11#.

The sequence of states labeled band 8 in108In does not
show any regularity. As with the bands discussed above,
band has not been interpreted in the context of the sh
mechanism. The strong 1397-keV transition decaying fr
the 91 state directly to the ground state may indicate that t
structure involves the coupling of the valence proton h
and neutron of the108In ground state to the 21 state of the
108Sn core; the 1397-keV excitation energy of the 91 state is
comparable to the;1.2-MeV excitation energy of the cor
108Sn 21 state.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The level schemes for both108In and 110In have been
considerably extended.DI 52 bands have been observed
110In for the first time. Reduced transition strengths dedu

2An EF alignment would result in the same configuration as
band 11 in109Cd, and the alignment frequency is closer toBC than
to EF when the tilting angle is taken into account.
n
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from DSAM lifetime measurements in several bands ha
been compared with TAC predictions. TheB(M1) values for
the dipole bands exhibit the predicted decrease as a func
of spin expected for magnetic-rotational shears bands.
perimental angular momenta have also been found to b
good general agreement with the predicted values for th
bands based on configurations including more than two
lence nucleons, at least one of which is from thenh11/2 sub-
shell. For each band in which lifetimes were measured,
ratio J (2)/B(E2) was found to be over an order of magn
tude larger than for well-deformed rotors, suggesting ther
a large contribution to the moment of inertia from the closi
shears blades. These results indicate that the shears m
nism has a prominent role in the generation of angular m
mentum in DI 51 bands in these isotopes. Additionall
these results also support the interpretation of several of
DI 52 bands as antimagnetic-rotational shears bands. Tw
theDI 52 bands observed to high spins had lifetimes lon
than could be measured in these analyses; experiments
are more sensitive to longer lifetimes, such as recoil-dista
measurements, are required to quantitatively determine
B(E2) strength in these bands. The majority of the obser
sequences in both108In and 110In have been assigned con
figurations, although several bands which were not su
ciently developed to make conclusive assignments wo
benefit from more sensitive high-spin data. In general,
bands in these nuclei have been successfully interpreted
ing the TAC model. The calculations for theDI 51 bands in
108In are in better agreement with the data than are thos
110In. This work extends the knowledge of the role of th
shears mechanism in generating angular momentum in nu
near theZ550 closed shell and suggests that lower-m
isotopes, closer to theN550 closed shell, warrant investiga
tion in this context.
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